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INTRODUCTION

The Fifth Scientific and Technical Information Seminar, held tit
Southern Connecticut State College in New Haven, Connecticut on Apr-.1 9,
1970 was a joint effort by the College, Olin Corporation of New Haven,
Connecticut and the Defense Documentation Center of Alexandria, Virginia.
It was designed to allow the attendees to 1) hear experts in the infor-
mation field, 2) learn k.out future plans of major information sources,
3) exchange ideas with ý_ ;..aZues and 4) acquaint managerial and market-
ing p-rsonnel with newer techniques for forecasting the direction of
future i asearch.

Approximately 300 persons from 14 different states and I77 different
organizations attended. They were widely distributed in information in-
terests, job classifications, and subject areas, whict made for stimu-
lating group interactions.

The 16 papers which resulted from the Seminar are contained in these
proceedings. They are informal in nature as was the Seminar, but a great
deal of interesting information is included.

The editor would like to express his gratitude to the two persons
.Tho helped him with the setting up of the Seminar, Dr. Robert E. Maizell
of Olin Corporation and Mr. Frances E. Hennessey of the Defense Documen-
tation Center, as well es to the speakers, who graciously contributed
their services. Many graduate students were involved, some of whom served
as recorders in the discussion gro-'s and are duly noted. The faculty
and staff of the Library Science Division at the College were supportive,
especially Drs. Evelyn R. Robinson and Evelyn I. Banning, Miss Patricia
E. Jensen, Miss Kaumudi Parikh, Miss Elaine LacbApelle, and Miss Ellen
M. Fusco. The informality of the seminar was greatly aided by the efforts
of the editor's wife, June and three children, Rashelle, Jill and Joel,
who were indispensable and tireless memters of the Seminar staff.

Bernard S. Schlessinger

March 8, 1971
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TfLEDS IN INFORMAIION OPERATIONS

George Beiser
Battelle Memorial Institute
Washington, D.C.

The word "trend" in the title of this paper callt to mind a gradual

movement such as might result from some modest force. I suggest instead

that current trends in information operations are the results of relatively

slight imbalances between many very lare forces and counterforces -- acting

in almost random directions.

What kind of forces are at work? The complete list is not really im-

portant and a few items will illustrate the point. The forces that are extend-

ing infcrmation operations include: 1) Expanding audience, 2) Increasing

diversity of subject matte,, 3) Multiple writing and rewriting of eveuts for

selected users, and 4) The freedom-of-information doctrine. Countezing these

forces are 1) improved selective dissemination techniques, 2) better abstracts,

3) new alerting services, and certainly on any list prepared at Battelle

4) the Information Analysis Center.

These are strong forces. The arraying of these forces can result in

spurts or "squeeze-outs" -- more cormonly illustrated by the uquirt of a

breakfast grapefruit under the pressure of a spoon. (Examples of these spurts

in the information field might be the superfische or the ultra-fische.) These

spurts in the information field can be projected in any lirection and be of

surprising magnitude and Impact. Certainly their direction is not always

directly relatable to any of the applied forces. These unheralded but dra-

matic spurts can be expected more often in future information operations.

As to more basic trends, these a-ce illustrated in a film clip of a new

Information Analysis Center (IAC) development that can combat, temporarily

at least, the rapid increase in volume of information.
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This film assumes a familiarity with IAC concepts. Ir assumes a

knowledge that up to 80 percent of input f13% might be elinivated by screem-

ing during acquisition and that this volume can be further reduced by 50

percent or more during the extracting process.

The clip shows how a user can be as selective as he wishes during re-

trieval of the condensed store -- and further it shows .ov clean drafts of

selected material can be obtained without pencil and paper.

NOTE: The film shown requires about 5 minutes and shows a

capability for remote terminal display of retrieved information.

This information can then be edited and stored temporarily

until a hard copy readout of the selected and edited text

is desired.

We are now committed to this concept at Battelle. Quantities of recent

and current input information is now i., computer-compatible form -- but it

must be emphasized that it will still be several months before one of the

Battelle Information Centers goes on stream in this mode as an operating service,

due to that old tyrant ECONOMICS.

In sunmnary -- I like to use a computer. It does many things that I don't

like to do or can't do -- and it does them fast. What I am looking forward to

is more help from the computer in doing those important thinas that I like

to do.

SwooI
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A Panel Discussion

Present Status and Future Plans of Government Information Agencies

Dr. R. B. Stegmaier. Administrator, Defense Documentation Center
H. W. Sauter, Director, Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific/Tect-

nical Information
J. F. Stearns, Director, Science Information Office, National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration
L. F. Parman, Assistant Director, Technical Information, Atomic Energy

Commission

1. Q: I noticed very recently that the Clearinghouse announced the availa-
bility of magnetic tape. In other words, the output of the Clearing-
house will be available on magnetic tape. Do you have any additional
future plans beyond this?

Mr. Sauter: The magnetic tape that we're making available is simply a tape
display of that information which is contained in our announcement journal.
It contains all of the data elements, that is, the personal author, the
title corporate author, the indexing terms and abstracts when we've been
able to put them on tape. We do have a development program in the Clear-
inghouse which we hope will lead to an on-line retrieval system, but that's
in the future.

2. Q: Are there any plans to work with ultrafiche?

Mr. Sauter: Perhaps that's a question that should be directed at COSATI
(Committee on Scientific and Technical Information), with whose standards
we're working. Industry is working with many other forms. We have no
plans at the present time to change to ultrafiche. In fact, the equipment
manufacturers and others have asked, at least indirectly, that we maintain
the present standards. They are just now coming out with new equipment,
that you'll see listed in the DDC publication, which uses the present
standard, and I'm sure that if we were to change at this time, there would
be screams of anguish from the equipmeLt manufacturers. Mr. Stearns, do
you have any other plans?

Mr. Stearns: No definite plans. All of us, I think, are looking at such
possibilities as ultrafiche for possible future applications, but as Mr.
Sauter has indicated, to try to change rapidly to ultrafiche at this time
would probably produce a reasonable scale of chaos.

Dr. Stegmaier: I plead guilty. I have on my desk a microfiche we produced
at DDC where each frame, i.e., what is each page in normal microfiche, is
itself a reproduction of a 4 x 6 microfiche. The microfiche produced thus
has the equivalent of sixty 4 x 6 microfiche on it. This is experimental.
Mr. Sauter mentioned that he thought that if COSATI changed its standards,
the equipment manufacturers would be disturbed. I worry more about the
users, because I think that we could manage to get along in our business with
some problems with the manufacturers, but if we had any problems with our
users, we'd be out of business. The user is really most important. Sooner

""WINaWf
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or later, microfiche with greater reductions will be used. For example,
in the automatic fiche handling equipment there is at least one piece of
gear available which has a rotary file of 1500 microfiche. Think of the
increased utilization of the equipment if each microfiche in the file con-
tained the equivalent of 60 present-day microfiche. Although it will be
difficult to develop the optics, the light source and the accessories for
the equipment, sooner or later, it will come. I would say that sometime
in the next 5 years, we will have both our present-day microfiche and some
form of ultrafiche.

Mr. Sauter: Your point about the user is a very good one. I hope that I
implied that the user was included in wl comments about the equipment man-
ufacturers, because the users obviously buly the equipment. If there is to
be a change, it probably will have to come from the uper. We at the Clear-
inghouse are looking at more efficient ways of handling the microfi cne in
our own operation and may be moving to greater reduction, automatic mani-
pulation of fiche, etc. Whether the products developed -Lor our needs be-
come avaf'able to the user depends on the. user's requircments and demands.

Dr. Stegmaier: There is a commercial system available which takes a
standard 4 x 6 microfiche and reduces it to 35mm. frame size. This can
be mounted in punched cards (aperture cards) where tie image is the equiv-
alent of a 4 x 6 microfiche. Equipment is also available with which you
can duplicate the microfiche in reduced size or blow it back up to standard
4 x 6 size. The manufacturers are also working on equipment with which you
could move from the aperture size microfiche to standard-size hard copy.

3. Q: Once there was talk about automati.- distribution of microfiche to con-
tractors, and we were asked to keep statistics on ordering and receipt
of microfiche. What has been the outcome?

Dr. Stegmaier: The automatic distribution of microfiche is being tested
with selected users. As part of the experiment and service to these selected
users, they have been asked to maintain statistics so that we could evaluate
automatic distribution vercus other types of distribution. We are testing
a "push system" versus a "pull system," which is what wo traditionally used.
The experiment is not completed. There have been some changes. For example,
we changed the basis of the distribution of the microfiche. We previously
used the COSATI fields and groups. This was expensive for DDC. Some of
the customers realized it was expensive, because they were getting such gross
volumes, and they had to sort through the volume to decide what to keep. It
cost tie user to sort, and it really cost DDC when he threw some of the out-
put in the wastebasket. We revised the system to make the distribution based
on individual descriptor terms or sets of descriptor terms. Most of the cus-
tomers seem to be better plhased with this. The new system has reduced the
automatic distribution in number of fiche by one third. This reduces our
costs on reproduction ue microfiche, but it also requires us to do some
rather sophisticated prograaming for our computer systems to utilize de-
scriptor set3 and to provide an individual profile for each user based on
individual terms.
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4. Q: Will this program be expanded?

Dr. Stegmaier: Yes, it will probably be expanded within the next year, on
a gradual basis, using the criterion of a user's normal demands for docu-
ments and microfiche from DDC. The larger the user to whom we give this
service, supposedly the greater will be the reduction of the number of in-
dividual requests we will receive, and it costs us almost twice as maich
per unit to handle an individual request, as it does to distribute the
same number of microfiche automatically.

5. Q: Perhaps we should order a great number of microfiche now, so that we
can be put on the automatic distribution list.

Dr. Stegmaier: We're thinking in terms of possibly an eventual cutoff of
a thousand requests per year. Any user not making a thousand requests per
year would be ineligible for automatic distribution, although that figure
is subject to change.

6. Q: What about microimages on thick film as a possible future development?

Dr. Stegmaier: I have seen demonstrations, but I shudder at the price of
the equipment for viewing and reproduction of copies of such images com-
pared to the methods we have today. For some specialized uses (such as
color), this might be a possibility, but dollarvise, it's not competitive.
DDC serves 6000 users. If we changed the format of our product overnight,
it would have terrific impact.

7. Q: What about the readability problems of a significant portion of the
copies received from the Clearinghouse?

Mr. Sauter: Obviously, there are problems. In any specific case, please
get in touch with the Clearinghouse so that we can take a look at the docu-
ment. Perhaps the document is from the older series and this is the best
quality that we can make available. It's possible also that it is a pro-
duction problem. We do have "quality control," but we can't check, every
single page that goes through. We spot check a document, and if those pages
are satisfactory, we send the document to you. Again, for any specific
problem, please contact us.

8. Q: I would like to Ask about the economics of ultrafiche, especially in
regard to readers, siuce the low-cost readers developed could net handle
ultrafiche?

Dr. Stegmaier: For organizations such as any of us here represent, with
collections of a million or more documents and demands on our services for
a million or more copies a year in various forms, the smaller we can make
our files the greater the advantages. We save a little bit on storage space,
but even more important, we make the document much easier to manipulate mech-
anically. Larger organizat.'ons, like ours, and even large contractors and
laboratories will maintain central collections in same ultrafiche form, but
so far as the user who goes to his library is concerned, he will receive a
standard 4 x 6 microfiche reproduced from the ultrafiche or, if requested,
a hard copy reproduced from the ultrafiche. Only organizations with large
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collections and high demand rates will utilize this type of storage.

9. Q: Are we moving t.o quickly into ultrafiche, cspecially considering the
problems of educating our customers in the use of a form (microfiche)
to which they are resistant?

Dr. Stegmaier: To repeat, it will be the large organizations with massive
files and high rate of use of their collections that, because of economics
will be led to the use of ultrafiche. For many, many years most users will
be using the microfiche of today, with the 18:1 ratio. There will always
be with us the small organization (20-30-40 people or less) who will
always use hard copy, even if others are using microfiche, ultrafiche or
even nanofiche. Even I like hard copy.

10. Q: What has been the effect of service charges of $3.00 for hard copy?

Dr. Stegmaier: The year before we introduced service charges, 80% of
the requests we received were for hard copy. Today we receive only 20%
requests for hard copy. Those figures are for over a million requests.
The simple inducement of free microfiche vs. a charge for hard copy has
produced that dramatic change.

Mr. Sauter: The experience of the Clearinghouse undergoing the same
service char je change might also be of interest. The drop in orders with
the small service charge was about 60%. 40% of the people still buy. The
60% loss was of people who were willing to accept the free document but not
to pay for it.

Dr. Stegmaier: I want to point out that our experience showed no drop
in the numbers of requests, just a change in the ratio, unlike that just
noted by Mr. Sauter.

11. Q: When will NASA begin applying user charges?

Mr. Stearns: We already do, since February of 1969. As with DDC, we
rely on the Clearinghouse to supply hard copies of documents at the service
charge and we provide free microfiche. That will continue for the near
future, although, of course, plans are always subject to change.

12. Q: What is going on in technical information at the Atomic Energy Commi-
ssion (ABC)?

Mr. Parman: The AEC is already charging for its microfiche as those of
you who have depository libraries know. Since we started charging this
fall for microfiche, any college or university can buy the microfiche,
where previously they had to go to the Clearinghouse.

13. Q: Is there any thought to making any part of the photoimage machine-
readable?

Dr. Stegmaier: There is a portion of the film image that's readable in
the DDC collection. Each DOD report has a one page form that includes the
title, standard bibJgraphic information and an abstract.
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14. Q: But are they optical characters that can be read?

Dr. Stegmaier: They are recorded as digital information in the computer
records.

15. Q: Can one generate his own tape from his own document collection, rather
than getting your tape?

Dr. Stegmaier: If the user wants to do his own optical scanning or key-
punching, that is his prerogative.

16. Q: Is any part of your record (keywords or any other portion) going to be
available in an optically-readable form?

Mr. Sauter: I would think that one of the things that might lead to this
possibility is what we call the COSATI standard title psge. It would be a
simple matter to standardize the type fonts and other elements to provide
optically-readable material but this has not been done thus far.

Dr. Stegmaier: It would seem satisfactory if such data were made avail-
able on film. It seems to me that the form taken by the material is not
that important, so long as it is available in some form that can be easily
utilized by the user.

17. Q: Is not the ultimate storage form, rather than microfiche, a computer
magnetic disk file, with the ability to query by telephone and output
on a television screen of all elementsT

Dr. Stegmaier: No. The ultimate storage form is that each person should
have all knowledge in his head. What you say is moving too fast. We must

live in the world we have today. What you propose is technically feasible,
but no organization today is willing to pay for it.

18. Q: Does DDC plan to distribute their tapes?

Dr. Stegmaier: Yes. There is a proposal to that effect in channels now.

19. Q: How soon will this happen?

Dr. Stegmaier: '7 thin a year, if approved.

20. Q: NASA makes tapes available to certain centers eucU NERAC here in
Connecticut. Are these equally available to other centers, and are
these centers self-sustaining?

Mr. Stearns: The NASA tapes t'ave been distributed for the past five
years to about 30 organizations (major NASA contractors and regional dis-
semination centers or tecbnology utilization centers). Like DDC, we are
planning to make the tapes publicly, commercially available, this calen-
dar yEar, possibly this summer. These wi.l be the master index tapes of

STAR, and International Aerospace Abstracts. As to whether the technology
utilization centers have become fully self-sustaining, I don't know. They
are moving in that direction as quickly as possible.
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21. Q: DOD is supporting some centers too, are they not?

Dr. Stegmaier: There are some 20-odd information analysis centers supported
by DOD. They have all been directed to introduce charges. The philosophy
of DOD is that the center's collection costs up to the point of providing
service (including cataloging, abstracting, extracting, indexing) should
be subsidized. Beyond that, the center should operate on a reimbursable
basis.

22. Q: Are there standards for tapes?

Dr. Stegmaier: There are now some U.S. standards (Z39.2). COSATI has en-
dorsed these and DDC will comply.

Mr. Sauter: Our tapes also will follow the endorsed standards.

23. Q: Are AEC tapes compatible with Clearinghouse tapes?

Mr. Parmen: No, at the present time they are not. The Clearinghouse is
not programmed to use our tapes, although we send them regularly.

Mr. Sauter: Hopefully, this can be remedied, and we will work in that
direction.

24. Q: We are bothered by the size of our hard copy collection from AEC.
Do you plan to put these old reports into microfiche form, so that we
can throw the hard copy away.

Mr. Parman: We co rot plan at this time to microfiche that collection.

25, Q: What about timing of deliveries from the Clearinghouse?

Mr. Sauter: The system is designed so that fiche should be delivered at
about the same time as the index. Please tell us if that is not the case.

26. Q: Will the NACA collection be available on microfiche?

Mr. Stearns: We hope that will happen. Two organizations are working on
it, but we can't predict timing yet.

27. Q: What are the problems related to changes of interest gith the automatic
distribution of classified documents?

Dr. Stegmaier: Well, you're bringing up a number of problems simultan-
iously. Our experience is that users who are entitled to classified ser-
vices do not change fields of interest very rapidly. With one small con-
tractor working on one contract and preparing a proposal for another there
may be a major change in interest, but for major contractors authorized
access to certain fields, there are no rapid changes in fields of interest.
Possibly one reason for this is the difficulty of gaining access to infor-
mation in new fields of interest. In our selective distribution of micro-
fiche, we operate on a consolidation of the individual organization's need
to know.
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28. Q: Is the fact that contractors du not seem to change rapidly from one
field to another actually cause and effect?

Dr. Stegmaier: One thing reflected by changes in field of interest is
how fast the contractor obteins new contracts, loses old ones, or changes
the fields of technology in which he's irnvolved.

29. Q: Documents are ordered by some sort of control number. Periodically,
the wrong document is received, because of an error in the handling
of the number. Could an additional redundance digit be used to re-
duce the number of such errors?

Dr. Stegmaier: If such a system could be devised, Sears Roebuck and Mont-
gomery Ward would make the inventor a millionaire. The errors are made
no matter how careful the clerks and the customers (both of whom share in
the blame) are, but percentagewise the errors are very small. We keep a
record of the number of complaints, and this number, representative of the
number of errors, is very small.

30. Q: How would a small business best use the NASA data bank?

Mr. Stearns: The NASA data bank is our entire scientific and technical
information collection of 750,000 documents. Access to it is provided
in part by the announcement Journals, the indexes, and the bibliographies
that NASA produces. The technology utilization centers (there are six
of them, one at Storrs, Ct.) have the data bank in tape form, and conduct
current awareness service.

31. Q: What are the contractual relationships?

Mr. Stearns: The fees for the services vary, and I hesitate to gener-
alize.

32. Q: What about the tape procedures at DDC, AEC, and the Clearinghouse?

Dr. Stegmaier: When our tapes are ready, we will have sets, one classi-
fied and one unclassified.

Mr. Parman: AEC tapes will be available at an indefinite, but fairly soon
date. We do distribute to a limited number of our own contractors on an
experimental basis. They are developing programs and uses for them now.

Mr. Sauter: We have announced the availability of tapes, which date back
to the Jan., 1970 issu'.. The annual price of the tape is $1500 per year
(1875 foreign), including air mail shipping for 24 issues along with USG.

We will go back eventually to 1967, depending on the demand.

33. Q: What are the plans for screening input?

Mr. Stearns, There isn't a great deal that can be done. We are always
going to be saddled with whatever the scientist contributei' to us. In
the NASA system which is pretty completely centralized, we do have a good

opportunity to make sure that the material going through us into the system

is more and more adequate, both physically and intellectually.
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34. Q: Could you comment on standards for report formats, and quality1 cur-
rency and timelines of najor products and services?

Mr. Stearns: So far as the NASA formal series publications go (the
technical notes, technical reports, etc. that NASA itself produces), these
are already rather tightly controlled. With reports coming into the system.
from external sources, oe c~an only hope that people wUl behave themselves.

Mr. Sauter: I might add %hat COBATI has put out a standard for formats
for technical reports. Z-39 is reviewing the standard with thoughts of
adopting it. So we do have standards for physical rormats. A far greater
problem is the intellectual content of the document. We all, at times,
have doubts about the value of certain documents in our collection. If
anyone has a good method of evaluatin6 content without alienating customers,
the Clearinghouse would be happy to hear about it. We have talked about
a report grading system (a subjective evaluation), but have balked in
considering the problems of implementation.

Dr. Stegmaier: !n regard to the quality, currency and timeliness of
our services and products. They can't be any better than the input from
the contributors. We cannot stop duplication from laboratories, or
reports based on poor research or instrumentation, or a 1 1/2 year time
lag between research's end and report preparation. We can only control
the timing and formats after the reports enter our organizations, only
half of the problem.

- .. 1.•
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THE CONGRESS AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

CONGRESSMAN EMILIO Q. DADDARIO (D-CONNECTICUT)

You have seen a golden age of science come and go. It lasted a
quarter of a century. It began with the great burst of national enthu-
siasm for the wonders of science and the promise of science immediately
after the close of World War II. It began to wane when the public
started to question whether science and its products were the unmitigated
blessing they had seemed in 1945.

It was the U.S. Congress that set in motion the chain of events
that made possible this golden age of science. The Congress created
agencies, authorized programs, provided funds, and surveyed the results.
If, as now seems likely, this golden age is drawing to a close, it will
be because the Congress has decided that the results do not appear to
justify the effort. A quarter of a century is a significant span of

time. For most of that period, the public outlay for science and tech-
no>rgy has increased on a steeper slope than has the gross national product.
If the scientists, the public, and the Congress are frustrated and dis-
heartened over the results of this scientific age, it is important that
we take stock right now. What can be done to salvage the situation?

You will recall the beginning of the golden age of science. The
events of World War Ii had abundantly confirmed the ability of science to
contribute to meeting well-defined national needs for invention. What
the large industrial laboratories of the Bell Telephone Company, General
Electric, and others, had done in a relatively modest way was carried on to
an enormous extent for the war by a network of scientific committees, boards,
panels, laboratories, and individual scientists, working imder the loose
coordination of a funding organization, the wartime Office of Scientific
Research and Development, directed by Dr. Vannevar Bush.

Out of that wartime experience came the generally accepted conclu-
sion that scientists could contribute to national goals by inventing to
order. It was the expectation of the Congress, reflecting the feeling
of the people, that out of the encouragement of science wo'ad come a
greater ability to meet specific national needs. But.the scientists
themselves insisted that for the future it was necessary to build a
resource base of scientifically-trained manpower and potentially useful
scientific knowledge. This meant concentrating puDlic funds on support for
basic s'ientific research.

Accordingly, the green light was given to the U.S. Atomic Energy
Ccnmission, created in 1946; the Office of Naval Research (also 1946);
and the National Science Foundation (created in 1950), to invest funds
in basic scientific research. During the administration of President
Eisenhower, these were joined by the vastly cxpanded National Institutes
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of Health in the newly created Department of Health, Education and
Welfp.re. Then came Sputnik, and with it the great addition of NASA, and
the institution of assistant secretaries for science and technology in
almost every old-line department of the government. Science became the
"in thing". Science offices cropped up all over. The Environmental
Science Services Administration was set up. The Federal Highway Adminis-
tration and the Federal Aviation Administration took on a scientific
research character. The Advanced Research Projects Agency appeared and
expanded as a basic research unit in the Department of Defense. A crime
research agency was created in the Department of Justice, to enlist the
resources of science and technology in the effort at crime prevention.
Science" and technology were enlisted in such programs as coal research,
water quality, desalinization, marine sciences, information sciences,
and many more.

In the Office of the President, science became a major concern with
the appointment of a full-time Science Adviser to the President, whose
function was supplemented by the President's Science Advisory Committee and,
in 1962, by the establishment of the Office of Science and Technology.
Earlier (1959) the Federal Council for Science and Technology had beeu
created as an inter-agency coordinating mechanism. In the Office of
the President, science was also intimately linked with the work of the
National Security Council on such matters as new weaponry and weapons detec-
tion technology. A new National Council on Marine Resources and Engineering
Development came into being only a few years ago, (1966). The National
Aeronautics and Space Council was formed somewhat earlier, (1958). In
the field of the social sciences, the President became equipped first with
the Council of Economic Advisers, (1946); and then later with the Council
for Urban Affairs, (1969); the Office of EcQnomic Opportunity, (1964);
•he National Goals staff, (1969); and a Cabinet Council on Environmental
Quality, (1969); in addition to numerous less formal scientific advisory
activities.

The growth potential built into this series of research institutions
and agencies was impressive. The goal of basic research was to locate
public support for every worthwhile research proposal advanced by a quali-
fied investigator. Since virtually every proposal for basic research that
was funded resulted in the training of additional graduate students with
competence, curiosity, and sophistication in the techniques of winning
support, the numbers of proposals proliferated at a rapid rate. Even
though appropriations for NSF-funded research increased from $9.7 million
in the fiscal year 1955 to $187.2 million in the fiscal year 1965, it is
reported that less than half of all proposals to NSF for research projects
received support.

If the role of the President and his adminietration is to make pro-
posals and offer plans to implement policies and programs, it is the respon-
sibility of the Congress to make the law, authorize the programs, fund
their execution, and appraise their results. A considerable and complex
network of organizations concerning science and technology has grown up
in the Congress for this purpose. Virtually every committee of the Congress
is concerned with some aspect of the use of science and technology in
support of its field of responsibility.
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Thus, both House and Senate Appropriations Committees ac,!epted the
duty of reviewing aciene'e programs in order to decide at what level they
should be funded. Administration of scientific programs by Government agen-
cies had to be examined by the two Committees on Government Operations.
The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy and the two Armed Services Committees
are concerned with military research and development, and related matters.

On exploration of space and the development of aviation, the two
Houses of Congress followed different courses: in the Senate, these
activities have been dealt with by the Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Science; but in the House of Representatives, the Committee was designated
"Science and Astronautics" which both indicated its larger scope and also
insured that matterE of astronautics and aeronautics were to be con.-
sidered within the larger context of national science policy, science res-
ources, and other related broad national concerns.

An indication of the pervasiveness of the congressional interest in
science and technology was presented several years ago in a report by the
Senate Committee on Government Operations, that identified 1400 publica-
tions by Congress itself over a three-year period, that dealt with "science
policy affairs." The report estimated that about 15 percent of all con-
gressional publications fell into this category.

In support of their operations in the fields of science and technology,
the Committees of Congress learned to look to a highly professional team of
committee staff members who performed such functions as information gath-
ering, identifying key questions, drafting of studies and policy statements,
planning of hearings, suggesting policy concepts and approaches, ePnd evalu-
ating reports. Other support was increasingly provided by the Legislative
Reference Service in the Library of Congress, whose resources were augmented
by the creation in 1964 of a Science Policy Research Division, and in 1969
an Environmental Policy Division. Both of these were formed with encour-
agement by my Subcommittee.

I should also mention the important support for congressional deci-
sion-making in science and technology that has been afforded in recent
years by the National Academy of Sciences and - more recently - by the
National Academy of Engineering. Intensive use of the Academies by the
Congress was signalized by the appearance in March, 1965, of "Basic
Research and National Goals," a symposium of studies by the NAS Committee
on Science and Public Policy, resulting from the "first contract ever
entered into by Congress and Academy of Sciences" which was published as
a report to the Committee on Science and Astronautics of the House of Rep-
resentatives.

Meanwhile, technology was receiving coparable encouragement, private
and public. In the private domain, science saw an ever-expanding array
of applications of advanced science to television, synchronous and obser-
vation satellites, atomic power plants, the laser, the conlmter, microwave
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and radar systems, solid state electronics, drugs, chemicals, pesticides,
alloys, plastics, ceramics, composite materials, helicopters, jet engined
aircraft, hovercraft and ground effects machines, and many more. Most of
these new technologies also had military applications.- and in iddition
we had developed atomic powered submarines able to launch intercontinental
ballistic missiles with atomic warheads; we developed nation-wide command-
and-control systems, intrusion detectors and nets; and many detailed pieces
of hardware for offensive and defensive military purposes and communica-
tions.

In short, we have increased our technological capabilities enormously
since 1945, and the growth of our scientific knowledge has laid the ground-
work for countless further advances in many directions. We have done pre-
cisely what in 1945 we set out to accomplish, namely, the systematic appli-
cation of publicly supported science and technology for public purposes.

Then, why is it necessary for this golden age to come to an end?
Where did we go wrong? Were we at fault in our initial hypothesis that
science could serve public purposes? Did we choose wrongly the technolog-
ical goals we were to pursue? If society is better equipped technologi-
cally to accomplish its aims today than in 1945, why are we drawing back?

For we ere drawing back.

Resistance to technology is taking many forms: local opposition
to the construction of industrial plants and power generating stations, State
prohibitions against pesticides and detergents, restrictions against auto-
mobile effluents, protests against the extension of freeways into urban
areas, criticisms of many varieties of antibiotics and other pharmaceutical
preparations, banning of cyclamates, and so on. Challenges to military
technology take such forms as the withholding of approval of the F-111,
attacks on the use of herbicides in Vietnam, criticism of the development
of the ABM or testing of the MIRV system, cancellation of the military
orbiting laboratory, criticism of the C5A, among others.

Resistance to scientific research is taking the direct and simple form
of reduced public investment. Before this audience I do not need to dwell
on the consequences of the cut-back in appropriations for basic and applied
research. Nor do I need to assure you that the cut-back is real.

So I ask again: What went wrong?

I get the feeling, over and over again, that our technology has been
getting out of hand. The flow of creativity from the scientific laboratory
into industrial design and into the hands of the customer has been so rapid
and unccntrolled that our institutions have proved themselves inadequate
to deal with it.

The undoubted merits of the computer, for example, have not been
fully exploited because of our uncertainties over such side effects as
invasion of privacy, destruction of individuality, the gorging and
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overloading of our institutions with data and information that has become
unmanageable because of its sheer volume - as well as because of the com-
plexity of our techniques for management of information. The current
issues of two journals make the point that the language of the people

who serve the computers has become so arcane and esoteric that they are
no longer in touch with the people who need the computer services. In a
way this whole impasse is reminiscent of the story of the Tower of Babel.
And the results seem likely to be the same, too.

We have produced so many new techniques of education in the classroom --

technologies of teaching -- that we lack the means of judging which way to
go.

The public and its representatives are voicing all manner of protests --

legitimate and articulate protests -- over the insults thac technology
has directed against the environment. There are so many of these I
scarcely know where to start -- oil slicks, lead, pords and lakes choked.
with algae, unsatisfactory food additives, the fear of escaped radio-
active poisons from atomic reactors, public uncertainty over the safety
and effectiveness of d:ugs and medicines, public outcries over air pollu-
tion, solid wastes, tnermal pollution of our waterways, aircraft noise,
dangerous pesticides, auto accidents, the rising costs of medical care in
our hospiuals, the cluttered radio frequency spectrum, failures and
breakdo;ms of the costly new appliances in our kitchens...

In my opinion, the public dissatisfactions over the imperfections of
our technology are real and valid. The dissatisfaction has reached the
point at which, if we are to progress further in our uses of science and
technology, we must begin to apply more and better criteria. The public
has invested heavily in the brave new world of science, and has for its
pains received a long list of fears and alarms.

I suggest that it is not enough for our innovators to devise new
hardware. The hardware must meet new and better tests of effectiveness.
These tests have not been defined precisely by the public. But the
public has made clear that it expects better performance of the scientists
and technologists.

The studies of technology assessment performed for our Subcommittee
by the Academies sounded a warning. They pointed out that the first-order
effects of any technological innovation might be wonderfully beneficial,
but that they might also be accompanied by second-order effects that would ultimately
prove disastrous. We cannot afford a breakdown of our technological society. Yet
we are on the ragged edge in many ways. The brown-outs, the fish kills, the
Donora smog, the thalidomide disaster, the "Silent Spring," are all warnings
that must be heeded. If we intend to live with our technology, we must learn
how to make it more reiiable, more effective. We must develop institutions to
do this. And we must make them work.

-4WOM
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There is no point in throwing recriminations aaound. There is no
need to blame each other for the defects of our systems of technology. It
is futile for the scientists to blame the politicians for the misuse of
their creations. It is also futile for the physical scientists to blame
the social scientists for their failure to invent injti-utions and social
mechanisms to control technology properly. There is no point in assailing
our free enterprise system because it draws its profit from the exploita-
tion of beneficial first-order effects with insufficient attention to second-
order effects.

None of us is free from blame. But each of us has a share of responsi-
bility for making things work better. I have tried to meet these challenges
over the years by the development within the Congress of a better institu-
tional capability so that the legislative process regarding the management
and administration of our scientific and technical resources and the use
of manpower in these fields can be improved.

The latest of these efforts falls within the concept of technology
assessment. I want to see our country equipped with a reliable early-warning
system to detect technological dangers and opportunities. It must be done
early enough so that we can take action before catastrophe strikes.

The concept of "systems effectiveness" has for a long time been recog-
nized as essential in the construction of large military and space systems.
It is the idea of identifying all the important parameters of performance of
each piece of hardware and of the total system, and then deciding what stand-
ards or levels of performance are to be achieved along each parameter. The
goal is not perfection, obviously, but a series of trade-offs so as to produce
a satisfactory - and effective - compromise among all of them.

In Government, in social services, in hardware, and in all human
institutions, the same concept of systems effectiveness is applicable. In
all of these, it is necessary that man abandon his search for perfection and
learn to strive for balance. The balance is a dynamic one. On all the
highways of civilization, man must steer a careful course between the
technological dictatorship of flawless, accident-free behavior and the
bloody and catastrophic freedom of irresponsibility.

The most important contribution that science and technology can make in
the achievement of this balance is to identify irreversible trends toward
catastrophic failures or incompatibilities, or unbalances. If man is slowly
destroying the environmental viability of his own civilization by inventions
or behavior, science should be called on to sound the alarm, and to arreit
the course of the trend toward Aisaster.

The most important contribution that politics can make is to resist
and inhibit technologies with attractive first-crder consequences whose
second-order consequences are irreversible trends toward loss of human

freedom or safety. The task of politics is to establish and protect standards
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of human freedom, marking the boundaries beyond which science may not trans-
gress. In the last analysis, politics and science must work in uneasy
harness, achieving their own balance of effectiveness between conflic* and
cooperation.

This cooperative relationship between science and politics, I hope and
believe, can enable us to reconcile the fact that science inescapably
causes change, with the fact that public security and welfare demands the
achievement of aome approximation of a "steady state." We must find out
how to maintain a dynamic balance between these opposites, and I believe we
can -- not only for our own country, but for all mankind. If we do achieve
this goal within our democratic forms of government, it will be the crowning
achievement of our century and perhaps of all time. For then, and only
then, will man have demonstrated to himsalf that he is indeed a rational being.

The golden age of aciencr, may, as I have said, be drawing to a close.
But in another and deeper sense, it is just beginning. We will know that if
is underway when we have achieved success in designing our social institu-
tions to admit and assess and exploit our technology rationally, with a cons-
cious awareness of the importance of balancing dynamic change with a
continuity of social organization and environment.

QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD

Q. Do you recognize any difference between the requirements on scientists and
the requirements on technologists?

Cong. Daddario: The requirements are basically the same, except that the
greater emphasis will be ou the technologist. The knowledge-producing mechan-
isms at the fundament%! research level are very difficult to disturb, and
ought to be supported to the fullest extent. I do feel that, in the area of
technology, as we began applying this knowledge, the points I have raised
become extremely important. I should add that I see some signs that attention
is being paid to this. Some of the presidents of our major industries are
now beginning to talk about second-order consequences. One major company
approached me recently to make available to my subcomittee one of its facilities
so that people can be brought together to talk about this and to help develop
public opinion in its suppcrt. It is being recognized that the consumer
does get agitated and concerned, and-that the time will come when industry
must develop the ability to handle in an internal way second-order consequences,
rather than waiting for external influences to be brought to bear, such as.
fines levied for river pollution. in these internal decisions, both the
scientist and the technologist must be considered.

Q. What type of legislation can we look forward to, as the government
becomes involved in these matters?

Cong. Daddario!, We already have some techno±ogy assessment capabilities in
government, such as the Food and Drug Administration. In Congress, we have I
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developed advisory capabilities which have brought us to the point where I
think we can take steps toward building broader technology assessment capa-
bilities. After some five years of work through my own subcommittee and
through advisory groups, I will submit, in the next few days, legislation to
establish a technology assessment office in the Congress composed of four
members of the Congress, the Comptroller General of the United States, the
Librarian of Congress and Lix outside public members, from whom the chairman
of the Committee will be appointed. This Office of Technology Assessment
(OTA) will have the responsibility for developing for the Congress an assessment
capability. The National Academy for Public Administration is also analy-
zing the way in which the Executive Branch can better define its technology
assessment capabilities, and we will be making recommendations in that
regard shortly. There is action, too, of a forward-looking nature, in the
private sector, all of which shows good progress on this problem.

Q. Are there areas of lesser and greater vulnerability, for instance medicp~l
sciences?

Cong. Daddariol It would be hard to list and label all the areas involved.
However, I would think that the medical sciences would be as vulnerable as
any. I should point out that there is no desire here to slow down tech-
nology, but rather to use it better, to avoid regressive action leading from
the side effects of the technnlc"y. Just consider the problems that we have
today, and the progress made - the last two decades. If we take the advice
of the forecasters, who predict advances in technology in the 20 years that
will make the advances of the past 20 seem rudimentary, we can foresee, per-
haps, even a greater proportionate degree of blight on our environment, and
I think we can also recognize the tremendous restrictions that will be
imposed on us. What we're trying to do in the proposal I have outlined is
to insure continued ordered progress, so that mar can use technology
rather than technology use. man.

Q. What will the pollution program cost the taxpayer on a yearly basis?

Cong. Daddario: You can take any figure you want. For example, the program
on sewage and run-off water disposal has a price tag of 100billion dollars.
This is i~pite of the fact that nobody is really sure that we're approaching
the problem in the right way. But, it is a problem that needs to be assessed.
If you look at the programs in clean water ead :,Rn air, and add to them
noise pollution abatement, pesticide control, and a multitude of others,
the price tag is an enormous one.

Q. What would be the source of funding fr these prorams in the federal
budget?

Cong. Daddario: The funding will come through the legislative process, rather
than be hacked out as a simple percentage of funds. The programs must be
analyzed and discussed. Those about which I've spoken have already moved
through that legislative process and are funded by yearly appropriations, The
bigger programs in solid waste Oisposal, river purification, etc. are still
to com"., but they will be built as they can develop support, and as our
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abilities to handle them allow. Each of these must be developed and supported
on an individual basis. What I have said here today is that we need to better
understand the entire area, so that the results of what we finally do can be
better prophesized. We don't need to know everything, but we need a good deal
more information than we presently have.

Q. In terms of the irreversible damage done, what is the share of the respon-
sibility borne by the intellectual producers, the scientific and technological
community, and the users, the industrial community?

Cong. Daddario: I wouldn't dare to make such a judgement. I would hope that
we have not yet reached the point where our society is not considered in total.
I see our society bound together and operating in a democratic process, so that
the knowledge-producing mechanisms at the conceptual level must be related to
that which needs to be put together to provide for use by the consuming public.
What we must do is not to try to find a place to point the finger of blame,
but rather to look at the whole problem, and make judgements as to how better
to solve that problem. Obviously, the scientist can say that all he does is
produce the knowledge, and the problems result from the way it is used. We
could then point the finger at industry generally. On the other hand, I feel
that the scientist simply cannot divorce himself from a sense of responsibility
for his discoveries, and I do find that there is, in the scientific community,
an unfortunate lack of full participation in the political process. There
should be, from that community which possesses many people of great wisdom and
great compassion, a broader participation, which would be beneficial to all
activities botih in and out of government. Many of our committee advisers have
come from the scientific community, and the type of help that they have given
us does lead to a bettir legislation. I find also that these producers and
the industrial users can work together, and that the product of their overall
thinking is often extremely profitable.

Q. What about the respoatibility if the secondary effect is due to personal
misuse or abuse of the product, rather than to the product itself?

Gong. Daddario: That is an extremely difficult question to answer. In fact,
this problem causes us considerable difficulty throughout our society, because
the individual can and does say, "I am being affected by what you're doing."
I can't give a precise answer, but I can say that, in developing a technolo-
gical assessment capability, we should allow people who have this concern,
early in the ballgame, to have their full chance to participate. Perhaps
this could be through public hearings. But, we should try to reach these
people first, rather than produce legislation, which is then reacted to in a
highly emotional way.

Q. Should we not be concerned with a system approach to this problem i.e.,
an awareness of the quality of the data presented as well as the pack-
aging of the data, so that it can be made imximally useable for all?

Cong. Daddario: You've made the point better than I could. We must take the
overall product and, in using it, we must insure that there is greater

I
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quality in everything that happens beneath it. We do have to use a systems
approach in this area, as I indicated in my remarks.

Q. In backward countries, we have seen a situation where, as the rate of
technological advance increases, it is balanced out by a corresponding
increase in the rate of need. Do you see in the next 5-10 years, that
the rate at which we will attempt to alleviate environmental problems
(as expressed by congressional appropriations) will be outstripped by
the rate at which we are degrading our environment? Will the boundary
limits of what we can do in this way be budgeting? Must we again look
to science for new solutions to new problems?

Cong. Daddario: I wish that I were wise enough to answer your question
with all its many elements, but I'm afraid that I can't. I do agree with
you that the answers to our problems lie in more knowledge, not less, and
I sound the bells of warning here because I do believe that more support
must be stimulated in this area. Whether or not we'll be doing enough
to stay ahead of the degradation of our environment is something that each
of us will have to judge, but ar. overall value judgement will probably be
impossible. I do think that we must take into consideration a great many
things. We need to use our technology much better. Within this context,
the population growth is an extremely vital matter. We need to take a re-
sponsibility that goes beyond our borders, especially in the underdeveloped
countries, and I do see signs that we can keep ahead. We are not at the
peril point yet. There are a multitude of programs which are designed to
develop better internatioual solutions. The International Biological Program
is one which is underway and will give us international information for
our environmental programs of a kind that we haven't had. We have funded
15 millicn dollars this year for the International Decade of Ocean Ex-
ploration, again fulfilling a need related to what you asked. There is
also international activity underway on world-wide meteorological fore-
casting. Overall, the needs of the future will require greater planning,
bet ter use of our knowledge and our technology, and better help to other
countries.

Q. Is there any hope for Congress reinstating the State Technical Services
program, which helped small business and the public?

Cong. Daddario: I was one of the persons in the Congress who was instrumental
about starting that program in the first instance. It was proposed through
the Undersecretary of Commerce, Dr. Herbert Holloman, who is now President
of the University o~klahoma. I think it was a very good and useful program,
and I regret that it is not being funded this year. We are trying to develop
aupport in the National Science Foundation for an activity which is somewhat
analogous to that. The problem is to get sufficient funds at this time. I
know that we have recommended k million dollars for a state-related science
policy and planning program in this ar2a. I think that program will grow.
But one of the reasons that I strike the warning here is because much is going
on in this direction. Not only is the Technical Services program being cut
out, but a multitude of other programs are being elim~nated in many of the
agencies, on the order of tens of millions of dollars. So this is apparently
a good time for cutting programs, not building new ones. But there is hope
for the type of rrogram with which you're concerned in the budding NSF science
policy and planning program.
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AIR FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND COMMENTS ON
TECHNICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM

Peter Murray
Assistant Director of Laboratories
Air Force Systems Command
Andrews Air Force Base
Maryland

INTRODUCTION

As you can see from n• title, I represent the Director of Laboratories of

the Air Force Systems Command. Therefore, my comments regarding Information

Systers will be primarily oriented towards "technological" information, invdlv-

ing the early phases of research and development. This theme will then be con-

sistent with the basic mission of the Air Force Systems Command which is the t

transfer of new technologies into defense systems.

We are responsible for the Air Force .cploratory development (which is

sometimes referred to as applied research) and the advanced development pro-

grams, and they can best be accomplished by an aggressive R&D program which:

a. Identifies new technologies from basic research.

b. Evaluates available technologies versus defense needs.

and c. Recommends to Air Staff in the Pentagcon and to the Department of

Defense those technologies which should be carried into advanced and engineering

development.

With this charter and an organization of about 6000 people, involving a

dozen R&D laboratories, and a budget of approximately $450 million annually,

it becomes rather obvious that we not only use a lot of paper - we help create

it, especially since our basic products are technical reports documenting our

efforts for the benefit of those people in engineering development or systems

acquisition who acquire our aerospace hardware. We are inherently involved

in technical information systems as a prime contributor as well as a prime user
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whether we like it or not.

The basic aspects of technical information systems that seem to concern

me the most happen to be the handling and processing of technica3 information,

so I'd like to present my views:

In discussing technical information handling and processing within the

Air Force Systems Command organizations, it will be helpful if I briefly de-

scribe the way we plan and report the results of our research and development

(R & D). As you might imagine, this is accomplished with certain technical

reports. The principal ones are the DD Form 1634, "Research and Development

Planning Summary ," and the DD Form 1498, "Research and Technology Work Unit

Summary." The Form 1634 is used as a research planning document covering

.a fairly broad segment of technology which we define as the project and/or

task level. Once these planning documents are approved, the project/task is

sub-divided into more manageable amd specific areas of work -- which are

called the work units. Immediately upon initiation of any new effort, one

of .he first items required is a DD Form 1498, which describes and reports

the effort and is forwarded to DDC to become part of the Work Unit Information

System. Of course, we also have what is probably the best method of reporting

the results of R & Dby technical reports. These reports are required to

document the results of each Research, Development, Test & Evaluation (RDT&E)

effort and/or work unit, inclvding those terminated with incomplete, incon-

clusive, or negative results.

Now how do these three items - planning documents, work units, and techni-

cal reports -- all interrelate? This will depend to a large extent upon you,

immediate problem and how pressed for time you are. Part of the intrinsic value

of these documents and reports is their relationship to each other. For example,
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Prior to commencing e new piece of work - whether in-hcuse or by contract --

we require that a search be made of the Work Unit Information System, primar-

ily to keep from re-inventing the proverbial wheel and to assess the state-

of-tue-art. By using this system, we are able tr, check and see if the Army,

Navy, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) or even another

Air Force Lab is doing work along similar lines. Not only do we find out

who is already doing work in a specific area, but we are able to zero-in

on the state-of-.the-art by using the Work Unit Information System to help

define the parameters for a literature search. The Work Unit information

System is querried, by technical subject; and then using information items

from those work units (e.g., contract numbers, principal investigators, names

of companies, etc.), the literature search can be narrowed to the most current

and relevant technical documents; elimina;ing much of the "noise" (nonrelevant

reports) that usually fall out in a literature search.

At the present time, we are in the process of reviewing the 1634s and

1498s covering the expluratory development program. This has been necesasry

because of Section 203 of the 1970 Military Procurement Authorization Act,

which requires that all Dep•atment of Defense research have a airect and

readily apparent relationship to the DOD mission. While this requirement has

created some additioraJ workload on ow Laboratories, I feel it has been a

blessing in disguise in th1 it has high-liE'hted a&! never before the scrutiny

received by the Work Unit Information System, both from Congress and other gov-

ernmen. agencies. Also, it has pointed out one of our major problEas -- that

f relating exploratory development being done today to specific derense sys-

tems. Generally, technology being pursued today will not be seen until 5 to

15 years from now. Experience has shown that this is usually the case; for
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instance, a research item may be investigated for 2 to 4 years in exploratory

development, 1 to 3 years in advanced development, 1 to 3 years in engineering

development, and anywhere from 1 to 4 years in the acquisition or procurement

cycle To overcome this lack of visibility, our planning people are now try-

ing to develop a matrix based on the Air Force's long-range requirements, which

will equate work units to potential defense weapons systerA. One of the fore-

seeable uses for such a matrix is the following: suppose a particular type

weapon system is cancelled for one reason or another. Immediately, all those

work units which supported this system and no other could be readily identified

and then reduced or terminated as the situation required.

But to get back to the Work Unit Information System -- we have also found

it to be an excellent coupling device. Today, it is impossible for one indiv-

idual to know across-the-board who is working in his particular field of en-

deavor or who is working on a particular technical problem. A quick search by

subject matter will give -- depending upon how much work is being done or what

has been done by Department of Defense (DOD) or NASA on the subject -- the

names and phone numbers of one or more contacts -- which, in turn, may lead to

many others. As you know, the value of person-to-person information exchange

is without question the most effective medium of transfer today. Another fre-

quently asked question is how many contracts/grants do we have with a parti-

cular academic Institution? What companies have R&D contracts over a certain

dollar value? A search might even be made to see what work is being performed

by contract for each ol jur Laboratories. This information might then be used

for comparison purposes prior to an Independent Research & Development (IRW)

Program Review of an industrial firm. These are just a few of the many and

varied uses of the Work Unit Information System that are made daily throughout
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the Air Force -- and it doesn't take much imagination to see that you could

also have similar questions plus many more.

RECON CENTRAL

Another information processing system that may be extremely useful to you

is our "RECON CENTRAL" operated by the Reconnaissance Applications Branch of

the Air Force Avionics Laboratory. Recon Central is a technical information

storage and retrieval system oriented to the reconnaissance, surveillance,

and avionics technology, and consists of key personnel, a set of data bases;

and an IBM computer with peripheral equipment. The data bases include over

50,000 documents applicable to the avionics community and all DD Form 1498s

(which are the Research and Technology Work Unit Summaries I mentioaed ear-

lier) under the management control of the Avionics Laboratory. As an indica-

tion of currency and growth, I might add that approximately 8,000 new documents

are being entered into this reconnaissance data base each year.

To better understand the Recor Central function, it is necessary to recog-

nize that a definite interface takes place between technology and military sys-

tems within the Department of Defense. Within the Avionics Laboratory, this

interface is maintained through the use of both people and data. One of the

tasks of the Avionics Laboratory is to maintain cognizance over new and/or

existing technology and to take action to implement the generation of new

technology.

Another prime objective of Recon Central s to provide a systematic,

real-time method for maintaining surveillance over the full spectrum of tech-

nology to ensure optimization of the technology-military systems interface.

The volume of data involved in this task necessitates an automated, computerized

approach.
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What Recon Central is doing, in effect, is acting as a filter and as a

center of excellence in a specific field. True, it closely parallels some

functions typical of an Information Analysis Center, with which I'm sure you

are all familiar, but it was developed over a period of time to fulfill a

very special and important need for the Air Force. I won't go into details on

the importance of aerospace reconnaissance to defense, suffice it to say that

it is necessary. So as our sophistication with sensors - optical, electronic,

etc. -- and with sensor platforms grew, the information on these technologies

increased on an exponential curve. It was therefore necessary that we develop

an -nformation handling system which would sort, quantify, filter, and store

information. A prime consideration and one which I consider the most impor-

tant is the information system's response to its users. Response must be

rapid and contain meaningful information.

CIRCOL

Another important and useful information system within the Air Force Sys-

tems Command is our CIRCOL System, which contains foreign scientific and tech-

nical information, This system is operated by our Foreign Technology Division

and is known as the "Central Information Reference and Control On-Line (CIRCOL)

System." The Foreign Technology Division (?TD), Air Force Systems Command,

has been designated as the executor or operational agent for the Department

of Defense Scientific and Technological Intelligence Information Support Pro-

gram. The purpose of this program is to encourage the development of a co-

ordinated intelligence system addressed to the needs of the technical intel-

ligence analyst, the R&D scientist and engineer, the industrial scientist and

engineer, and the academic community engaged in government-sponsored work, with

priority in that stated order.
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The program receives its guidance from a policy committee composed of rep-

resentatives from the DDR&E, Army, Navy, and Air Force; and it is chaired by the

Defense Intelligence Agency. The Foreign Technology Division was chosen to be

executor because of the advanced state of development of its Central Information

Reference and Control (CIRC) System. The system is a semiautomated computer-

based, information storage dissemination and retrieval system which provides

bibliographic references to foreign scientific and technical documents in re-

sponse to user requirements, on a need-to-know basis. Access to CIRCOL is

normally provided through your contract monitor or Air Force Contracting Offi-

cer, who in turn queries the rstem through the Deputy for Foreign Technology

located at our product Divisions and at some of our Centers and Laboratories.

Previously, "noise" was mentioned in relation to technical information.

By this, is meant information which is not pertinent to specific questions, and

is included of course those documents and reports supposedly written on a sub-

ject, but which really do not provide very much information because they are

much too wordy, too garnished with filler material, and too poorly organized.

This is the one reason we must be ever concerned with technical content and the

need for adequate filters and centers of excellence on specific areas of tech-

nologies, such as our Recon Central which has proven so valuable.

I might state at this point that formal information dissemination centers,

using the "warehouse technique," are rated among the least efficient programs.

One reason these centers are rated so low is that they are usually based on a

mandatory requirement to submit reports on all technical programs. This re-

quirement frequently results in a glut of trivia; and unless extremely skill-

ful and knowledgeable perbonnel act as filters, users of such a system are inun-

dated witi irrelevant and unusable data. And with the exponential increase in
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the amount of new technology being generated and reported today, the problem

will compound itself unless means are found to make the formal systems more ef-

fective.

As iE well known, in management the decision-making process is fed by a

multitude of inputs -- generally, no one report, document, or other bit of in-

formation stands alone. This is our attitude toward the Work Unit Information

System. While it contains many data items, the sy-stem is not a panacea either

for management or for the scientists and engineers. At the present time, we

are aware of several glaring deficiencies in this system and are working to cor-

rect them. This is, however, a slow process as can be imagined.

Just to illustrate that people in the Air Force have their information prob-

lens and gripes, here are a few typical remarks and examples:

-Lack of quality in the Ubs and work unit searches; generally toc much

nonrelevant material. We are also concerned with the slow respouse time on re-

quests for searches.

--Impact of user charges and how they affect the individual scientist and

engineer, such as: the nuisance fact, of justifying need for hard copy -- a

lot of people we feel are now aoing -jut information because of user charges.

Also, the possibility exists that, after paying for the document, it does not

contain useful information.

--Microfiche equipment limitations.

a. Good portable readers are still bulky and expensive.

b. There is no longer the ease of tossing a report in your briefcase

to study overnight, on a weekend, or on a trip.

c. Microfiche does not lend itself to scanning a document, or to the

ability to make notes in the margin. No iMAge rotation capability, except on



the more expensive readers. -

d. Equipment as yet is poorly designed in respect to illumination and

screen position -- imagine the neck strain on an individual wearing bi-focals

trying to read a lengthy document.

e. During this austere budget period, our organizations experience

difficulty in justifying their requirements for microfiche equipment.

The potential exists for deriving more benefits from R&D through improving

the technology transfer process. While this may appear to be a "truism" type

statement, numerous studies of various aspects of the problem tend to substan-

tiate this remark. In general, however, none of these studies provides any

"guaranteed" way of improving the process. With respect to the identification

phase, improvement appears to be related to the resources expended, i.e., the

more funds provided to contractors for identification, the more new technology

items that will be identified. The dissemination process suffers perhaps from

* overstudy in the sense that all too frequently when a new dissemination method

is established, "new" storage and retrieval procedures must be "invented."

Most of the studies imply that greater standardization of storage and retrieval

processes, along with more meaningful indexing and sorting methods, are areas

for improvement.

The remaining parts of the transfer process - evaluation, application, and

utilization -- are areas where the greatest gains could be realized, but at the

same time are the most difficult to achieve. Better evaluation techniques to in-

dicate the more meaningful technology could simplify the whole process, but the

significance of new technology may not be recognized until five or more years

after its discovery. While widespread dissemination from the producers to poten-

tial users can aid the application process, a stated need by the user is considered
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by most authoritiec to be the best way to insure utilization of the technology.

Consistent and clear high-level support for technology transfer is neces-

sary but is difficult to Justify because of the inability to demonstrate how

well the system is working. This difficulty is partly caused by the passive

nature of most systems, i.e., they supply information to users when requested,

but with the exception of the DOD Information Analysis Centers, they do not

"apply" technology to meet the user's needs. Another and perhaps more substan-

tial reason is that an extensive part of the technology transfer process is

of an informal nature and cannot be easily documented.

SUMMARY

This presentation highlighted the concern in the Air Force Systems Command

to develop, identify and transfer new technologies into defense systems; and

emphasized the concern over handling and processing aspects of the technical

information system by showing the interrelationship of planning documents,

work unit summaries and technical reports. Two information systems were

discussed: Recon Central, which is operated by the Air Force Avionics Labora-

tory; and the Central Information Reference and Control On-Line (CIRCOL)

System, which is operated by our Foreign Technology Division. All of these

items are facets of our technology transfer process.

In conclusion, we are entering an era which will foster not only a more

open exchange of scientific and technical information, but also one of easier

access to our R&D planning information -- something long advocated by many of

us in the R&D community. As a Nation, we are only as strong as our economy --

and tomorrow's economy depends to a certain extent upon new products and

services based on today's technology. V, believe that by making available to

industry more of our planning information concerning Air Force technical

problems and our technology needs for tomorrow, we will be accomplishing two

things: first, more mileage on our defense dollars, and secondly, creating
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the probability of more technology spin-off which can be used by industry for

new products and servicez

Ma
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*ABSTRACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL GATE KEEPERS
DR. PETER GERSTBERGER, SLOAN SCHOOL OF
MANAGEMENT, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF

TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS

The rapid growth of science and technology has precipitated numerous

problems in the storage, retrieval, and dissemination of technological

information. Technical design is a synthesis of diverse pieces of infor-

mation within a framework of market constraints. As such, the quality

of a design effort is dependent upon the engineers' ability to access,

retrieve, and synthesize relevant scientific and technological concepts.

The role of written and oral channels as carriers of this technical infor-

mation was appraised.

The complementary role of the technical literature and certain oral

sources was examined. Specifically, key individuals have been identified

in organizational commit ication networks who transport new information

across the organizational boundary and translate it into a language under-

stood by colleagues. Numerous characteristics of these key people -- the

"gatekeepers" -- were presented and discussed.

*The full paper was not made available for publication.
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AN INDUSTRIAL INFORMATION & IRETRIEVAL SYSTEM
J. J. MAGNINO, JR., IBM, ARMONK, N. Y.

INTRODUCTION

After many years cf developing, testing and analyzing informa-
tion retrieval. techniques and systems -- their benefits, short-
comings and the corporate needs, IBM organized the IBM Technical
Information Retrieval. Center -- ITIRC -- in late 1964. Its
purpose was to service the information needs of IBMers, centralize
information retrieval operations and reduce the costly duplication
of input processing, computer processing and human effort that
existed in decentralized operations.

We believe these goals were quickly achieved, and attention
has turned to improved service, maximum efficiency and minimal
costs. Normal text searching -- any or all combinations of words,
numerics, sentences, phrases, indexes, codes, etc. using a com-
puter -- has proven very powerful and precise. The services
possible and implemented using normal text searching are retro-
spective searching, current awareness, computer indexes - publica-
tions. An important by-product for those planning an information
system is our TEXT-PAC package. This is an IBM S/360 Type III
program which is available to IBM customers.* However, it must be
emphasized that ITIRC is an internal IBM system serving over
35,000 IBMers yearly on a total cost recovery basis.

To accomplish this total service and yet provide the service in
a mearingful time, we have a sub-center in the SDD iaboratory in
La Gaude, France, equipped with TEXT-PAC and copies of master files
which are updated via teleprocessing -- computer, to computer transfer
of magnetic tape records. It is a carbon copy center to service
IBMers located in Europe. The total scope of ITIRC service is
presented in Illustration 1.

To aid the reader in understanding the total process involved,
Illustration 2, Information Flow Current Information Selection
System, is referred to. The journals referenced are those trade
and professional journals which we have received the publisher's
permission to process into our system. The keying operation encom-
passes keypunching, Magnetic Tape/Selectric Typewriter (MT/ST), and
the Administrative Terminal System (ATS), all of which are used in
our input processing. We also process machine readable tapes such as
those sold by Chem Abstracts, Engineering Index, U.S. Dept. of Commerce.

Abstract processing using the keypurich mode is exemplified by
Illustration 3. The upper half illustrates the computer formatting --

no words broken, paragraph arrangement easy to read. The lower half
illustrates the variable word length, variable paragraph text punch-
ing. Illustration 4 demonstrates the computer assistance in comparing
all input words to a master list of correctly spelled words and
indicating on the right side the list of those words that did not
match and their position (paragraph and word) in the printout.

*TEXT-PAC S/360 Normal Text Information Processing, Retrieval and
Current Information Selection System - 360D-06.7.020. Can be
ordered from IBM Program Information Dept., Hawthorne, New York,
USA 10532, Attention Program Control Desk.

- ~ I
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INTRODUCTION (continued)

In addition to the input processing and the care exerted to
assure iaithful duplication of the original document and accuracy
of entry, we also arrange our dataý for searching (current awareness
or retrospective) in a very special form. All text (alpha and/or
numeric) is put serially on tape or disk record by record. Each
record contains the abstract or total text and the word arranged
alphabetically by word length with reference information such as
location of the word in the sentence, paragraph, whether it was
upper or lower case, etc. Reference Illustration 5. Then all
questions are run simultaneously, 1-200, against each record.
Using word length, there is nro need t6 compare a 5-letter word
against words other than 5 characters.

CURRENT AWARENESS

To assist the professional in keeping pace with new ideas and
information which enhances his career and his ability to perform, we
developed and have ha.i in operation for six years a computerized
system to match IBMers profiles, or work descriptions, against the
new documents being processed in the center. The match, or hit,
notifies the users of those documents relating to their work. It is
a Selective Dissemination of Information service, but named CIS --

Current Information Selection -- to differentiate it from the normal
SDI systems that match only on key words or codes, since the text
is searched in the CIS system.

The system is dynamic to reflect the constantly changing assign-
ments, locations, technical interests and shifts in technology.
There are approximately 4,000 profiles (a profile Is a combination
of words and search logic describing work oriented interests ;f an
individual, project or grouping of individuals) in IBM Armonk, and
over 600 profiles in IBM La Gaude, France. These profiles are
compared to over 2,000 abstracts each month. To do this in a
meaningful way, we provide search logic to permit us to search for
individual words, combinations of wordo, word stems, word possibil-
ities, etc. - Illustration 6, TEXT-PAC Normal Text Logic, provides
a sample of this capability. An individual requesting our CIS
service completes a form which requires him to briefly describe,
in his own words, his assignment. This form is then countersigned
by his manager. Then it is reviewed by one of our Infcermation
Retrieval Specialists, a professional who serves as the interface
between the users and the computer, and through his knowledge of the
data bases and his understanding of the work description constructs
a computerized profile as exemplified in Illuecration 7.

Feedback and a customized service are important to the system,
therefore, we use the techniques that provide both. When a hit
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(match between profile and document) is made, the document abstract
is printed out on the left hand card of a double card, continuous
card form. The document title, number, name of individual, his
division and location are printe~d on the attached right-hand card
which is the order and response feedback card.

The feedback card is a pre-scored IBM Port-a-Punch R card which
enables the users to select the desired line and indicate his
response by pushijig out with a pencil or ball point pen the pre-
scored chip. We then have a machine readable reccrd for proce~sirtg.
If the individual indicates he wishes to see the entire article -
we have printed the author's abstract on t~he left-hand card which
he receives - the. local library to which the response cards art!
returned either circulates a copy of the document to him or secures
a reprint for his use. Since we have provided librarles with their
own master microfiche set of all those documents that, copyright
permitting, are c'-.ntrally microprocessea, they have the capability
of fast response to his need.

Of interest is the growth withi-i IBM of this service and the
cost reduction r~apabilit-y due to improved batch processing and
volume savings.

CIS HISTORICAL GROWTH

____l9bS 1967 1968 1ý69 1970 (est)

Prcf iles 1,720 2,450 3,420 3,810 4,500
CIS NoticeE 530,)000 1,140,000 1,730,000 1,880,000 2,000,000
Notice Cost ý.88 $.32 $.26 $.2'4 6Y.24

CIS satisfaction indicated by users in is the 80% range
CIS search averagc/pi~ofila 1.5 sec/profile/l,000 journal doc.
The cost of a CIS notice is $.24 --r an average of $120 per profile.

~~600
g, -0 .

0*~~/6 0%9T lato"V d0rO,4 ¶ I~w 1 I

tic. 0*iv~l bV"i ! C004.%t
OV I A n
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RETROSPECTIVE SEARCHING

When our professionals need a state of the art review, background
for a new assignment, interest in a new technology or locating who
is working on what/where, a complete search of the data base is made
by matching the question against the abstracts or total text stored
in the computer. The matching logic is that used in tho CIS system.
The nature of the request dictates which of the textual data bases
are to be searched. Searches are batched and run daily to provide
a low cost, but 24-hour service. The local libraries receive
requests for searches, they can write the search logic and send it
to the center, or the requester can phone or write the center
directly. The system is easy to use, responsive and efficient. We
have a 24-hour phone available to accept search requests.

An average of 40-50 searches are processed daily. There is an
average of 64 answers per question. The cost is a very modest
$14.00 per search. User satisfaction has registered in ha average
90% factor, which we believe is due to the power of textual searching
rather than category or classification searching.

MICROFORMS

Historically we used microfilm (microfiche since 1967) to capture
the original document to supplement the often limited supply of
printed copies, reduce the space required in the center and at e.ch
library location to store the original documents, and to reduce
mailing costs. We are able to respond promptly to users requests
for documents. The collection now is in the neighborhood of nearly
3 million pages of data and is available in the major IBM libraries
for instant local use. Two tab card files contain this data, which
would be equ, 1 to the equivalent of 130 five-drawer files packed

"ýh documents.

The CIS feedback card is used to fill requests; memos or phone
calls are also accepted. Over 150,000 reports on microfiche hAve
been sent to individual users since ITIRC's inception.

ITIRC PUBLICATIONS
To help expand the local resources of our IBM technical librar-

ies and information centers, we use computer produced referrnca
tools such as indexes and abstract bulletins. Of value is our
KWOC (Key Word Out of Conte.ct) of titles, which is prepared monthly
and cumulatively. We also distribute Author - Source - Report
Number and other indexes, which establishes the library as direct
interface between ITIRC and the local userb.
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We have prepared and issued special indexes for specialized
groups such as IBM Standards indexes for use by designers, Standards
personnel, etc. Computerized publications and computer to micro-
fiche has found a significant use in IBM.

TERMINAL SEARCHIN'.

We have an internal prototype terminal searching system thet
provides textual searching from remote video or printing terminals.
We ýo not use the search format as indicated in Illustration 5,
but had to use an inverted file -- all words alphabetized and
carrying reference data concerning document occurrence, location,
upper/lower case, etc. The text logic is used and to assist termi-
nal users, another logic "ROOT" was added to display word roots and
endings to these roots as they occur in the file. This is demon-
strated in Illustration 8. This prototype Terminal TEXT-PAC system
is in operation within IBM, but is not included in the Type III
TEXT-PAC program package.

CONCLUSION

We have in operation a large scale information processing,
retrieval and dissemination system that is constantly growing.
For example, Illustration 9 shows the factorial growth of the
major services. The CIS profiles have grown by a factor of 2.6
and the CIS notices show an increase in data by a factor of 3.7.
Illustration 9 demonstrates the cost reduction we achieved at
the same period of growth.

We service over 35,000 IBMers, but are available to the 250,000
IBMers. Our services are based on our normal text searching system
which ures the computer to search every word of input, title,
bibliographic data, index terms and the complete text or abstract.
Logic is used -- and, or, not, adjacency, within same sentence,
word roots, phrases, etc. As a result, the search capability is
extremely flexible and precise. Your question answers can range
from a bibliography to pinpoirting a specific item. The shotgun
or rifle approach is a choice of the logic available.

TEXT-PAC programs are written in BAL (Basic Assembly Langiage)
and operate under OS/360 (MVT or MFT). The system requires a 256K
System/360, a card reader, a printer, four 9-track tape drives and
one direct access system. As indicated earlier, TEXT-PAC is avail-
able to IBM customers, but the prototype Terminal TEXT-PAC is not.

During the six years since its inception, ITIRC has grown in
volume of data, number of personnel served and comprehensiveness of
service. We have accompanied this growth with a very realistic
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approach to cost center analysis. The center pays its way by
complete cost recovery. Naturally all our financial analysis,
controls techniques would not be meaningful except in the academic
sense unless the services provided were wanted and the users
satisfied.

Based on our experience to date, it would appear that the
price is right, the service wanted, and the users are satisfied
with the results.
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NOT REPRODUCIBLE

HE DANGERS OF ELECTRICAL LIGHTINt, NOVEMBER 1889. NORTH

MERICAN REVIEW.

EDISON, TA

THERE IS NO PLEA WHICH WILL JUSTIFY THE USE OF HIGH TENSION
AND ALTERNATING CURRENTS, EITHER IN A SCIENTIFIC OR A COMMERCIAL
SENSE. IHEY ARE EMPLOYEED SOLELY TO REDUCE INVESTMENT IN COPPER
WIRE AND REAL-ESTATE,

WO- PAARP #jjWORD /JSENTENCE /'U/L CASE

a 400/30/1 North 100/8/2/1
.a 400/33/1 5 sense 400/35/1

in 400/29/1 There 400/13/1/1
in 400/43/2 coicper 400/441/2
is 403/14/1 edison 200/1.1//1i
no 400/15/ either 400/28/1
of 000/3/1 6 estate 400/48/2

2 of 400/22/1 reducw 400/41/2
or 400/32/1 Review 100/10/1/]
TA 200/12/2/1-2 solely 400/39/12
to 400/40/2 Dauger 000/2/1
and 400/25/1 7 justify 400/19/1
and 400/46/2 tension 400/24/1
are 400/37/2 American 1001/9/1/1
Tile 000/1/1/1 currents 400/27/1
thie 400/20/1 2 employecd 400/38/2
use - 400/21/1 Lightninq 000/'5/1
high 400/23/1 November 000/6/2/1
plea 400/16/1 commercial 400/34/1
real 400/47/2 Electrical 000/1/1/1
they 400/36/2/1 10 investment 400/42/2

scientific 400/31/2
11 alternating 400/26/1

1889 000/7/2
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TEXT-PAC

NORMAL TEXT LOGIC

LOGIC DEFINITION EXAMPLE

INDIVIDUAL WORDS Any word may be SCIENTIFIC TECHNICAL
searched INFORMATION

OF. Equivalencies INFORMATION OR DATA

ADJACENT WORDS Juxtaposition LIBRARY SCIENCE
STATE OF CONNECTICUT

AND Combinations FAIR AND USE AND COPYRIGHT
FAIR AND USE AND SPIT2ALL

FECURITY Control IBM CONFIDENTIAL

SECRET

NOT Negation NOT DOW CHEMICAL

WITHIN Positional SCHLESSINGER 5th ANNUAL SEMINAR

MASKING Truncation MICROF$* finds:
MICROFILM MICROFORM
MICROFICHE but not
MICRODOT

CONCEPTS Logic Combinations

k;
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rIG iO, 03/12/70, 14:37
iiq,Peta. jo.urna1s NOT REPRODUCIBLE

0001 adj reppresentative daddario 0005 and information industry

RrTPPTSENTATTVE 61 PCCS, 60 DOCS INrfV"1'TION 1240 nCCS, 798 DO'CS

DADDA\PTO 2 ()CC'.', 1 DOCS INDt1ST"Y 563 ('CCS, 391 DOCS
1 OCCS, 1 DOC; PHRASE LrFVL 36 DOCUPMENTS

0003 or iia 1 ~fo-expoo00 oo h

T*:n"~n NO JCCU'ENcF.s

NO DrNCE1"2NTq qS!\T.'K11TN 1 COccs, DOCS
S1!\rT(,159 OCC5, 74 DOCS

Pfl"TN3 ~1 OCCSD 1 DOCS

f0(04 withi carterfone decision 0006 with car~terfone decision

3 OCCS, 3 7)(TC, CARTEr~oNF 3 OCCS, 3 DOCS

DPC7TnTN 243 OCCS, 131 DOCS DECISION 243 OCCS, 131 DOCS

2 OCCS, 2 JY'CS SENTFTNCE. LEV.EL 2 0OCCS, 2 DnCS rrNTrNCE LEVEL

00fl 9 dIisolay '1ll

000I1 r~DT 7'PT)TFlSrJTATTVE OAlDDARIO I OCCS, 1 DOCS
0003i rOP TTA TrJ"O-17Xy) 14O DOCS
flflflt !'TT11 CA77TFPT'('F, DrCTSzTrN 2 OCCS, 2 DOCS
0005 N'\'r TNrnn'¶ATTON TNDIJSTRY 36 DOCS
n0(07 nn TTI.T qT!r\PTN(r 2988 OCCS, 1779 DnCS
100R P~ 101) 1" :1r. CHAPNG 72 DOCS

Onlhl Ibro-wr-e 0001

7"TE"' ATJ, nr) TTFM NUMBEPS qFPARATET) BY COVMAS, OR ENTER EXPLAIN
expla in

1 TTTIJ' 2 JOURNAL 3 AUTHOR 4 SOURCE 5 ABSTRACT
6 TND7.X TETPIS

70V vnu; T'ii FZYSTE!M TO IOAIT AT THP FTART AND END OF A DOCUMENT? Y OR N.

:)CUFM 'EJBU:TNTPPNý7L= 750 PEIATTVE= 1
rCTF 12-13-68 il249-1251. Academic Science and the F>-.:dera1

rver~vrn. Dehcembller 1968.
691) 007r,9

7'io (>'rleral roovernment and academ~ic science are today engaged
.~s~l~e~ 'itithe nrecsinql chailcenice oF the Dresent. America is

fac'-(! -.,ith -- iny new nhysical, -,ocial, economic, and security
~)r)~)fl~ Thne rohleriq and conditions will be neith-er removed n~or

re~~e',,.i thnut now tools, m~ethods, and apo~roaches. Sirnce we dc not
h-ive ill t~io nec:-sary tools, mfethods, and approaches, we must

~hv1~tc. !10e is onlv ore toay to do that, an(- that is through
ro.ýIc -in( neonhle who have been Adequately trained t~o do it.

n -Wro, delivered 11 October 1968 by Pepresentative Daadario

(')oenc- it Co ' n.) -it the dedicatory dinner for the rsew Science Center,
!eneii t'ivesit *1'iddletown, Connecticut. -

or -- imcveonent S;ciences Government Education
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LINORKLOAL RELAT ifNSHIRSý
FIVE YEAR ANALYSIS

4 -------------------------------------

-- - -- - - , - ,-_.

1 .

- - - -D -

iseB 37.51 969 970
I CIS NOT. 1.0 2-15 3.2S 3.64 3.77

Z "CS PROF. 1.0 1.42 1.88 2.21 2.61

- "3SEARCHES 1:0 1.21. 2.07 2.46 3.04

4 DOC.REO. 1.0 1.43' 2.21 1.84 2.39

,.4
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ITIRC SERVICDS
UNIT PRICES
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, I I

100 -. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .- - - 0

80-" _• _... .. ._8

60 - - - - - -- 0

40- 40
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c- I n~
9S66 196'7 1968 1969' 1970

I CIS NOTICES S .88 .32 .-26 .24 .24

2 SEARCHES 539.00 30.0b v" .60 14.00 14.00
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The Needs of Information Science and the Training of Information Personnel
Dr. Charles L. Bernier,
Professor of Library Science
State University of New York at Buffalo

The need for greatly improved knowledge-transfer systems is obvious, as ie

the need for people to research, design, develop, and man them.

Analysis clearly indicated that intensive knowle'ge-transfer research and

development of the last quarter century has been ineffective in producing su-

perior information services. A perfect document-retrieval system, with instant

response, of 100% relevance and 100% recall would only flood most users with

even more paper that they %owld not have the time to read. A perfect informa-

tion-retrieval system that gives terse, precise answers to questicns cannot be

built because we cannot predict all questions, do not have manpower to write

the enswers beforehand, and cannot program a computer to give terse answers

from the original documents cr their substitutes.

It turns out thrat information-retrieval systems are not actually informa-

tion retrieval systems. No information is retrieved. No information is stored

in the system -- only symbols for references or their codes are stored and re-

trieved. The system itself turns out to be not a system at all, but a crude

method of indexing sometimes propped up with roles, weights, and links which

really do not. work very well. In information science, incorrect terminology

has been almost hypnotic. A term ic coined by a documentalist and everybody uses

it as though theise were some magic in the term and as though if you didn't use

the te-.' you couldn~t commuiicate with him or with anybody else -- and worse

yet, you weren't "with it." At best, the term 'information retrieval' up to

now has been an unnecessary new term for 'key-word indexing.' I am not the

first one to point this out. Bar-Hillel ard Fairthorne have bean thoroughly

igncn ad for their pioneering efforts. I have said that, in information ticience,
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you can get good mileage out of a neologism. I present this item not to dis-

parage information scientists, but to show naivete of some on one point; some

documentalisth simply didn't know that they were reinventing a crude form of

indexing that had been abandoned more than a century ago. Some didn't know

this because they were untrained in l-brarianship and information science which

always include a good course in abstracting and indexing.

Another trend of trivial research has been careful evaluation of informa-

tion systems, where insufficient effort has gone into weighting the measures

employed and evaluating the usefulness of such measurements for our very poor

knowledge-transfer systems. The systems of today do not permit a professional

to keep up in more than a few tenths of a percent of his broad field, such as

chemistry, medicine, biology, engineering, weaponry, invention, and other mul-

tidisciplinary fields. He simply can't read more -- but our systems require

that he read more, and there hangs the importance of information retrieval.

The librarians and library schools haven't been lily-white either. They

failed to develop adequate knowledge-transfer technology although they knew

about a century ago that they were faced with a rapidly rising and uncontrol-

lable number of technical periodicals. After a century they still haven't

solved the rroblem of promptly getting current information to those who need

it. The abstracting-indexing services did realize the need to handle the flood

of journals and have provided a vital service for that century. However, it

is just recently that they have grown aware of the growing dissatisfaction

with their magnificent efforts. We need new forms, and not the keyword approach

which most have taken.

TLe primary journal has also come under repeated attacks because of its

slowness and wordiness. Even the technical re-ort is now found to be too

slow and wordy. Imagine getting prices on the New York Stock Exchange several
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months late. That's what we accept in report literature. Many librarians

think of government documents (usually reports) as a world apart. They would

rather ignore reports and hope that they will go away. They feel the same way

about computers. I have heard one competent librarian (competent according to

modern standards of librarianship) say that she couldn't care less about com-

puters and another say that he didn't understancI computer use and would there-

fore prefer not to get involved.

It is important for researchers of information science and technology to

have a thorough grounding in librarianship so that they will not, for example,

rediscover alphabetical order as a usexful organizing device. It is equally

important for librariens to be weli grounded in information szience so that

they will not shun the word 'computer' and will understand the enormous prob-

lems ahead that include: lack of time to read all that professional people

believe they need to read; lack of language facility in about 70 languages;

lack of prompt access to documents; fractured economics, that is, dollars for

research and cents for knowledge-transfer systems; and inadequate persuasive

technical communication.

The new knowl-•dge-transfer schools, including schools of librarianship

and schools of information science, must include both librarianship and infor-

mation science. Many library schools are combining with info-mation science

very gingerly; they hire an information scientist out they keep him pretty

well under control. Some schools of information science are weak on the history

of bibliographic control and tend to research trifles; i.e., research qua re-

search. The importance of new and better knowledge-transfer schools is ines-

timable. They will educate the people who will invent, design, develop, im-

plement, and staff the information systems of the future. Better knowledge-

transfer systems can change our civilization very rapidly. As Santayana said,

... .. .. .. I !
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"Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat i. - ' We are said

to know encugh in the field of medicine to redu,-e deaths from heart disease,

stroke, cancer, emphysema, accidents, and cirrhosis by at least 25%, if we

were to put all of our present medical knowledge into effect now. By our

present recorded knowledge, we are said to be able to extend life-span by at

least 50% if we could put that present recorded knowledge into effect now.

We should have enough recorded information from thousands of years of hi3tory

about peacemaking, war, riots, rabblerousing, propagandizing, subversion, group

dynamics, etc., to make better progress than at present toward a better world.

However, we don't have time to read history, psychology, and sociology, or

inclination to employ what we can r-ead. 'e need terse, persuasive literatures.

There are thousands :f inventions and developments dormant in industry, in

government agencies, and other organizations because somebody found it safer to

say 'no' rather than to take a little risk and say 'yes' to putting these new

things to use. New information systems could make it equally dangerous fo.:

this somebody to say 'no' as to say 'yes.' The science of management is emerg-

ing from witchcraft slowly because managers do not 1have the time to read their

own literatures of managcmcnt. Middle management continues to sweep mistakes

under the rug, although cybernetic systems are available to prevent this. We

are not now taking advantage of what we knc . The new kind of knowledge-

transfer scientist will not only create better transfer systems, but he will al-

so devise effective ways for making it exceedingly difficult for the new trans-

fer systems not to be put into effect. The new systems will be compelling as

well as informative.

It seems likel) that, when the problems of cancer etiology, diagnosis,

and therapy are finally solved, some capable historian of medicin,t will dis-

cover that we have had all of the pieces of the puzzle five, ten, or even
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fifty years ao. It would have been the librarians and information scientists

who .ailed to ct the pieces of the pu.'dle into the heads of t'e geniuses who

cou.1d have put the pieces together. And, in the meantime a million and a half

to fifteen me!ilion people died in this country from cancer.

Our civilization is heavily oriented toward getting information from ex-

perience and experiments rather than from the record. People work with test-

tubes, experimental animals, test engines, and meters rather than going into

the library and getting the same inforiaýtion for a fraction the price. Our

greatest hope in this direction are the school librarians (melia-center spec-

ialists) who have a wonderful opjo.tunity to change all of this and to reorient

the citizens of tomorrow more equally toward the record and move into the -:Lty-

first century of information.

Schools of knowledge transfer will probably continue to be highly individ-

ualistic because the field of knowledge-transfer is new and rapidly-growing,

and the capable minds in it have widely differing views of it. One says, "In--

formation science is computer science." Another believes that information

science is a minor extension of what librarians have been doing all along. Yet

another feels that most problems wll be solved by a better indexing system or

a mechanized card catalog. Still another believes that fractured economics

($ for research; 0 for libraries) is the principal problem. This individuality,

if encouraged, is stimulating and gives the enrolling student the opportunity

of moving in quite different directions, depending upon which school he selects.

This individua]ity will, I predict, continue well into the future until highly

efficient knowledge-transfer systems emerge. Then tea-hing can become codified

and stable. It is, in nn opinion, extremely important that standardi-ation

be avoided for the present to favor development of new information sc'.ences and

knowledge-trarofer schools.
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I like to thirk of education as the principal function of these new

knowledge-transfer schools. Training (rather than education) in librarianship

and information science must, on the other hand, comre specifically and on-the

Job because libraries and irformation services are, and must be, so very differ-

ent. A hard core of the basics, such as abstracting, acquisition, cataloging,

computing, extracting, indexing, linguistics, management, reference work, se-

lective dissemination, and statistics should be taught. Add to these some

speciflization and, very important, the opportunity to create. These should con-

stitute the curriculum of fiture knowledge-transfer schools.

Certainly, the knowledge-transfer scientists or specialiE' of the future

will have educational backgrounds including selections among computership, li-

brarianship, persuasive communication, user studies, information services, ar-

tificial intelligence, graphics, publication, writing, condensed literatures,

education, and media use.

The schools cf today do not entirely take care of what is needed and do

not completely foreshadow what will come tomorrcw.

- -
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Library Science Research at Southern Connecticut Stste College
Bernard S. Schiessinger, Ann Powell and Hanna Agonis

Southern Connecticut State College
New Haven, Connecticut

In an article in 1963, Schick and Frantz indicated a number of areas that
needed research attention in the fP.ture. Not surprisingly, in 1970, the same
general areas, as listed in Table 1, are of equal interest when one considers
library science research.

The libr&ry science research program at Southern Connecticut State College
(SCSC) is based, in large part, on the thesis program at the master's degree
level. If funding and research time were more available, perhaps the faculty
would involve themselves in more personal research. In the present situatl n,
however, faculty research energies are devoted to support of student thesis
research. it should be noted that, in library science, increasingly, trained
research personnel, broadly based in subject and in professional areas, are
entering the field. Encouragement to conduct research is necessary. Better
allocation methods for available funds are required, especially to young per-
sonnel, beginning their careers and unable to draw upon funding agencies ac-
quainted with their work.

Since the research program at SCSC is carried on by students, the majority
of whom are also working in librarie% the program is user-oriented. This user
orientation is desireable for library science research in general. Not enough
library science research projects are directed to practical interests of people
in the field.

Table 2 gives percentage figures in various areas for the 92 theses com-
pleted at SCSC between 1962 and 196V The trAditional interests of History
and Children's Literature were well-represented (50% of the total), with other
high interest areas being Special Services (14%), Administration (8%), Special
Libraries (8%), and Public Reltttions (7%).

Table 3 presents the percentage distributicn of the 72 theses presentlý in
progress at SCSC. Children's Literature and history are at about the same level
(53%), but a trend should be noted to new interest areas in statistical and
evaluative studies in Information Science (7%), Reference Services (6%) and
Technical Services (8%). Even in the high interest areas of Children's Liter-
ature and History, the attempt is being made to move from purely descriptive
studies to studies whici, include an evaluative function based on the research
tools of the social sciences and the sciences.

In t.e area of Information Science, the concentration is on design of
small systems useful in the library school and the small library. It is the
author's (BSS) bel.ef that the information field has had enough development of
large systems not applicable except in super libraries.

Illustrative of the type of research that can be carried on in a o'chool
like ours, are the two summaries below of work conducted by two graduate stu-
dents, Mrs. Hanna Agonis and Mrs. Ann Powell.

I
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Technical Reports - Identification in TAB and Subsequent Publication -

Hanna Agonis.

The primary purpose of this work was to determine what percentage of re-
jxrts identified in Technical Abstracts Bulletin (TAB) were later published in
the external literature and the time lag between the appearance in TAB and the
subsequent publication in the external literature. The availability of infor-
mation generated in research at the earliest possible time is exceedingly im-
portant. Additionally, some of the major abstracting and indexing services
have not felt an obligation to process report literature since, ss far Zs
they were concerned, this was later published in external literature und
would .e picked up at that iime.

To obtain information for this study, questionnaires were sent cut to
200 authcrs o, technical research reports, randomly selected from Technical
Abstracts Bulletin for the years 1962-1966, inclusive. 40 reports were
chosen from each year, using a random number table to select the page t-d ab-
stracts to be included. The questionnaires sent out were accompanied by a
cover letter explaining their purpose. The selected authors were asked about
external publication of their reports, and their opinion of the necessity for
external publication after identification in TAB.

Table 4 presents an analysis of questionnaire returns of the 200 ques-
tionnairei sent out. 86 (43%) -tere returned answered, 55 questionnaires were
returned unanswered, due to either insufficient address as given in TAB, a
change in the place of employment, or addressee unknown at the address given
by TAB (mostly at universities). All in all, 141 (70.5%) questionnaires were
accounted for.

Two points should be made here:

1. The 43% return shows a continuing interest in information by
research people.

2. The 27.5% returns unanswered indicate that the address provisions
for TAB possibly should be overhauled to permit greater accessi-
bility to the authors.

Turning to the question of external publication, it may be seen in Table
5 that for the time period studied, there,ý seems to be an increasing publica-
tion in the external literature. In 1962, 1963, 1964 50% of the reports were
published; in 1965, 57.1% of the reports; in 1966, 70.6%.

In the preliminary analysis of the questilonnaires, the average time lag
for the period studied bet-ieen report publication and external publication
was found to be 17.4 months. The figures for the individual years are shown
in Table 6. It may be scen that in 1962 the time period between report pub-
lication and external publication was 32 months; in 1963, 16 months; in 1964,
22 months; in 1965, 9 months; in 1966, 8 months. Overall, the time lag seems
to be decreasing.

It is interesting to compare thbse figures with the 1952-53 report of the
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National Science Foundation. Their surveys revealed that about 70% of all
technical research reports do get published (compared with 50-71% in this
study). They found a time lag of 12 months (com.pared to an average of 17.4
months and range of 8-32 months in this study).

One more note that should be made was that 22 respondents (25.5% of
all respondents) refused to answer any questions which dealt with TAB, re-
marked on the lack of their access to it, or indicated no knowiledge of it at
all. A need for better accessibility and possible publicity for TAB might
be indicated.

The preliminary results of this study, then,seem to indicate:

1. researchers are interested In information

2. external publication of technical research reports is increasing

3. the time lag between report publication and external publication
is decreasing

4. oetter addhesses are needed for authors listed in TAB

5. greater accessibility and public-ty for TAB are needed

A Survey of Teaching of Scientific Literature Courses - Ann Powell

Each year, as the volume of scientific literature increases and the sub-
ject matter becomes more complex, the need for teaching the use of the literature
grows more urgent. Chemistry of all the disciplines has lbeen most cognizan,
of this need.

The purpose of my research vas to determine whether a formal scientific
literature course was being included in chemistry curriculums of selected
state colleges and universities and to compare America" Chemical Society-
approved schools &nd non-approved schools with respect ti- the teaching of
scientific literature courses. An attempt, was alIso ,made to determine whether
it was generally felt that a course in scientific literature was desirable and
what retrospective searching tools had been included in courses of this te.

In order to obtain an equal geographical distribution of schools surveyed,
the country was divided into five main areas: the East, Middlewest, South,
Southwest, and the West. Five ACS-approved schools and five non-approved schools
were selected from each area for a total of fifty schools surveyed.

In the prelimiilarjr screening of schools, it was found that the great
majority of non-approved schools had a student enrollment of less than 10,000
and very few ACS-approved schools had a student enrollment smaller than 3,000.
This was the basis for limiting the schools chosen to those with enrollments
between 3,000 and 10,000.
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In the final selection of schools, eaih of the five sections of the country
was considered separately. First five ACS-approved schools were chosen from one
section of the country. Then five non-appr, ved s-hoCis with approximately the
same enrollments were chosen from tht s ,.: section of the country. This proce-
dure was repeated for each area.

Questionnaires were formulated and sent out with a cover letter. Within
twenty-five days, 47 of the 50 questionnaires had been returned. A follow up
letter encouraged two more responses for a total of 49, or a 98% response.

Of the schools surveyed, as shown in Table 7, 20 (40.8%1 offered a
course in scientific literature. Only a slightly higher percentage of the ACS-
approved schools offered the course than non-approved schools (44% opposed to
37.5%). This was rather surprising since the American Chemical Society, through
its publications and symposiums, apparently places a great deal of emphasis on
training students to use the literature. More disappointing were the statistics
that only 13 schools (26.5%) were currently teaching the course, and only 16
(32.6%) had taught it in the past year. This was true, even though 30 schools
felt that the course was desirable.

Additionally disappointing were the small enrollments in the course. The
average enrollment for thý nurse was ele'en students, the largest class size
reported was 24 studenzs an, the smallest was four.

Approximately 60% of the coirses consisted of lectures, library problems,
and term papers. Most of the other schools required somewhat less work by e-
liminating the requirement of' a term paper.

Approxime.ely 73% of the ACS-approved schools required their chemistry
majors to con'plete a scientific literature for graduation. Only 44% of the non-
atproved ;-chools made the same requirement of their -tudents.

in crder to determine which of the retros-ective searching tools were being
taught in the existing scientific literature courses, the following services
were listed on the questionnaire: Beilstein, Science Citation Index, Mathemat-
ical Reviews, Chemical Abstracts, Physics Abstracts, Biological Abstracts, and
Index Medicus. The respondents were asked to check which of these services were
included in the scientific literature course offered at his school.

As seen in Table 8, all the schools reported that they included Chemical
Abstracts in their courses; 95% also indicated that they included Beilstein.
None of the other services listed were taught by even one-half of the schools
surveyed. This would seem to indicate that schcols are not introducing students
to some of the borderline and newer information tools that are available.

In summary, the study showed that:

1) A scientific literature course was offered in 20 of 49
small schools surveyed, and taught in the pasV year in
16, although judged desirable by 30.

2) The course was taught to very small numbers (average
enrollment 1!) of students.
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3) Teaching techniques were traditional and primarily lecture
and library problems.

4) The course was primarily concernel with Chfmical Abstracts
and Beilstein, although Science Citation Index was also taught
b?, close to half of the schools.

5) Very fev significant differences in pattern existed betveen
approvad and non-approved schools.

Literature Cited

1. Schick, Frank L., John C. Frantz and staff. J. Educ. Libnship. Spring, 1963.

1'
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Table 1

LIBRARY SCIENCE RESEARCH A0AS

Academic Libraries

Histories

Information Science

Library Administration

Library Cooperation

Library Education

Library Manpower

Public Libraries

Reader Patterns

Reference Services

School Libraries

Special Libraries

Special Fiervices

Subject Aiterature Analysis

Technical Services
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Table 2

THESES COMPLETED 1962-1969 -92

Children's Literature lox

Histories 40%

Library Administration 8%

Library Cooperation 1%

Library Education 7%

Public Relations 1%

Reading Patterns and Guidance 3%

Reference Services 3%

Special Libraries 8%

Special Services 14%

Subject Literature Analysis 3%

Technical Services 2%
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-able 3

TF.,ES IN PROGrhxSS - 72

Children's Literature 19%

Histories 34%

Infor-Aat ion Science 7%

Library Adminiitration 3%

Library Education 4%

Public Relations 2%

Reading Patterns a'nd Guidance 2%

Reference Services 6%

Special Libraries 3%

Special Services Z%

Subject Literature Analysis 4%

Technical Services 8%
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Table 4

Questionnaire Returns

Total sent: 200

Returns: 141 or 70.5%

Answered returns: 86 or 43%

Unanswered returns: 55 or 27.5%

mow&
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Table 5

External Publication

1962

14 questionnaires answered

7 reports published or 50%

1963

16 questionnaires answered

8 reports published or 50%

1964

18 questionnaires answered

9 reports published or 50%

1965

21 questionnaires answered

12 published or 57.1%

1966

17 questbnnaires answered

12 published or 70.6%

- k
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Table 6

Time Lag Between Report Publication And External Publication

Average Time: 17.4 Months

1962: 32 Months

1963: 16 Months

1964: 22 Months

1965; 9 Months

1966: 8 Months
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TABLE 7

SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE COURSE OFFERINGS IN 49 SCHOOLS

NUMBER OF PERCENTAGE OF
SCHOOLS SCHOOLS

DESIRABLE 30 61.2

OFFERED 20 40.8

TAUGHT IN PAST YEAR 16 32.7
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Discussion Group: Current Alerting Services

Leader: Dr. R. Maizell, Olin Corporation, New Haven, Connecticut

Recorder: R. Levinson, Mattatuck Community College, Waterbury, Connecticut

Current alerting services were defined as methods of getting current (and

older) information to users by any means possible, with an accent on speed.

Methods used by members of the group were discussed as they were mentioned.

These included teletype, on-line video retrieval, ASCA, NASA, MEDLARS, STAR,

NERAC, searching of data banks by University of Georgia, University of Pitts-

burgh and other large information centers.. Some of the data banks mentioned were

the Chemical Abstracts Condensates, Institute for Scientific Information, Defense

Documentation Center and Derwent services. It was noted that these services

and data banks were only representative of many.

A group member from Bendix Corporation discussed a teletype terminal

system, which also provided for a print out of the infornation if necessary.

A member from the National Academy of Science discussed an on-line video

retrieval system. A keyboard was uded to send the questions to a data bank.

The retrieed information was displayed on a television tube, and printed out

if a printout wAs desired. The system has been in experimental use for six

months. One of the ad:,antages of this system was that it could be tied in with

other data banks by telephone, thus giving the user a much wider base to search.

ASCA (Automatic Subject Citation Alert) was also briefly discussed by members

from Yale Medical School and Institute for Scientific Information. It searches

2500 jeurnals in all fields, behavioral and social sciences as well as chem.cai,

p;.yzical, and life stiences, and it is hoped it will search over 4000 journals

by the end of 1970." A user's profile of keywords is searched for him. Even with
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the limitations of no thesaurus and great flak, the users found ASCA to be valuable.

Another topic of great interest to all participants was user reactions to

the scanning services. Did the users look at the bibliographic information

which was sent to them? Did they ask for the original documents for further

reference? If they askeu for the d' uments, what form did they want the document

to take--hard copy or microfiche? Although these questions could not be defin-

itively answered, they were aired.

The pros and cons of hard copy versus microforms and of various reader-

printers were discussed. Some of the problems noted were the cost of the copy,

the readbility of the copy, the time involved in making the copies, and the

type of copy. The point was made that readers could he asked to 2se microforms

in the library and within the c :;.any where machines were available, but hard

copy was necessary when one wanted to read during a trip or at a meeting.

One of the needs in the field of current alerting services was identified

as referral services for specific types of information. An up-to-date compil-

ation of organizations which will do demand searches, and the data banks which

they use, is needed. Some of the new literature which is trying to fill this

gap was discussed along with related literature on how to scan the material,

both manually and automatically.

Another topic of interest to participants was information comparing manual

and automatic searches. Many questions were raiaed. Which type of search

yielded the greeter number of _'cuments? Which type of search yielded the

greater number of relevant documents? How much did the two types of searches

overlap?

The group felt that it would be valuable to explore many of these items in

a longer time period with resources available.
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Group Discussion: Computer Services in Technical Information
Dr. B.S. Schiessinger, Southern Conn. State College, New Haven, Ct.

Recorder: Miss Paula Thomas, Graduate Student

The group included six industrial librarians, eight academic librarians,

four researchers, five students, two information retrieval experts, and five

administrative persons, thirty people in all.

The discussion ranged over a wide spectrum of topics of -)ncern to the

participEnts. Among these vere the followiag, with brief notes of the discussion

trends.

1. Time shering - The industrial representatives present were convinced
of the iiportance of this in the future. Academic representatives
also mentioned this in the area of communication and teaching.

2. TIP - This progre'm in the area of physics at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology was praised by Massaciusetts attendees. It was hoped
that this program could be expanded, possibly into other subject
areas, as well as in the field of physics.

3. Optical methods - These methods were generally looked upon as poten-
tially useful in larger organizations with large budgets, but not to
the vast majority of users.

4 Library automation research - The need for library automation research
was stressed, especially for the automation of smaller lib: °ries with
relatively unsophisticated equipment available.

5. Paper work - The need for involved paper work, both within libraries
and between libraries and information processors wae decried. The
lack of adequate paper documentation for commercial computer programs
was noted by several attendees.

6. Data banks - The heavy needs for availability and accessibility of
data banks was agreed upon as was the fact these should be arranged so
that tapes were available and could be searched on a regional basis.
The lack of coordination between organizations developing large data
banks, and the lack of uniform treatment of the various data banks
were discussed as present problems, and even larger potential problems,
unless some close cooperation between information processors is achieved.

7. Retrospective searching by computers - The economics of computer
retrospective searching was discussed. The non-availability of data
banks for doing this was pointed out. The small users present felt that
any computer searching in large data banks was out-of-the-question for
present budgets. It was noted again that information center managers
should make a greater effort to use computers installed primarily for
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7. business office use. Quick answers in conversetion with the computer
through data file searches was described as the ideal.

8. Document delivery and delivery time -- The group generally felt that
people did not need information as quichiy as they requested it to be
delivered, and that they did not read what was delivered. The idea
of a custom-made abstract journal compiled for the specific individual
was discussed very favorably by representatives of large organizations
present.

9. Computer graphics -- The coupling of microforms and computers was
hailed as a notable future trend, which could be of great value to
information centers.

10. System design economics - It was noted that often, the fringe
benefits of a designed system were of more value than the benefits
for which the system was designed.

Representatives of four large organizations present described specific

computer or indexing efforts in their information centers.

Connecticut State Library - A state-wide union list of serials is being

compiled, using the state data center. A cataloging support system for libraries

in the state is also being developed. The State Library as an interface between

data bases and small libraries was discussed. Olin Corporation - A thesaurus

is being developed for an index to internal reports and some external materials.

This is not particularly computer -. oriented. United Aircraft - KWOC indexes

have been used internally. Retrieval was poor, resulting in a good deal of

garbage. The indexing and retrieval were most successful in specific searches.

A book catalog on tape also exists, easily transferrable to microfilm. Updating

(weekly) is a problem of economics. Yale Library - Experiments with book catalogs

have been carried out, using computers. This approach is not good for a long-

range, dynamically - changing collection, since the updating results in ý'e, .al

alphabetic lists to search. Ideally, there should be only two lists, a cumula-

tive and the latest supplement.
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Group Discussion: Medical Information

Group Leader: J. Timour, Director of Library Services, Connecticut Medical
Program, New Haven, Connecticut

Recorder: Mrs. Beverly Goodman, Graduate Student, Southern Connecticut State
College, New Haven, Connecticut

The network of medical library resources which now comprises the medical

information system was described, as it presently tands, for the state of

Connecticut.
Approximate Annual Approximate

Library Journal Subscriptions Holdings-Volume

National Library of Medicine 18,000 1,000,000
Regional Medical Libraries 5,000 300,000
Area libraries 2,500 75,000 +

Local Health Science libraries 0 - 200 1,000

USERS

The formal components of the network consist of the National Library of

Medicine (NIM) and the ten Regional Medical Libraries (RML) which are

funded by the federal government. oelow this level, the network is

informal, with some of the area libraries funded by ihe RML and some by

regional medical programs, as in Connectitýut. The New England RML is in

Boston at the Countway Library, while the Connecticut area resource consists

of the University of Connecticut Health Service Library and Yale Medical

Library.

The present system in Connecticut has been designed to provide docu-

ment delivery to all legitimate users of bio-medical information free of

charge. The users' requests are funneled through the area libraries to the

Regional Medical Libraries, if the area libraries cannot fill the requests.

Most of the RML's nave published their journal holdings and forwarded

copies to the local health science libraries. Photocopies are obtained at

no cost from the RML's.

The system of area and regional libraries has expedited service for

the user, as has the use of electroitic aids for expediting input into the
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system, i.e., telephone to local hospital library, telephone to area resource,

and TWX to RML or to NLM if RML does not have a,-ument. The document is

delivered by mail.

In addition to document delivery, the RML's provide MEDLARS service,

And the user can obtain 500 citations on a particular subject from the 2,400

journals indexed in Index Medicus, about 55% in the English language.

guestions: The average clinician does rot want 500 citations from MEDLARS,

but rather be needs 5 or 6 citations that are relevan: to a particular clinical

questior involving patient care. Viat service can he receive? And more impor-

tantly, can he receive the information itself, rather than citations?

Answer: Library systems are far away from giving information rather than

citations. Research is needed on the kiftds of information MD's need and in

what form they would accept it. The focus now is in th6 hospital library where

the MD's spend their time. It is important to build the resources of the

local hospital library to give better ready reference and to provide for con-

tinuing education of physicians. Perhaps one answer would be to have a

telephone network to put MD's in touch with a university specialist who would

agree to answer clinical questions in his field. The Connecticut Regional

Medical Program wants to establish a base collection for each hospital, varying

with bed size and number of staff. They have asked Washington for money to

pull together two hospital libraries, to have them cooperate in acquisition and

to build up retrospective collections, etc., as a demonstration project. The

Connecticut program would train librarians in hospitals to make better use of

the material at hand, but a problem has been that MD's are reluctant to

accept assistance from non-HD's e.g. where librarians offer selective dissemination

of information. Trying to interest hospitals in using microfilm for back-issues

TWa
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of journals which are usually stored in the basement gathering dust is another

large problem.

New Developments: In California, NLM is conducting an experiment using a

TWX hook-up to a computer, which allows users to tap into 130,00V citations

in all areas of biomedicine, with the print-out on the user's TWX.

There is a new Abridged Index Medicus, indexing approximately 100 English

language journals that are clinically oriented. This will comprise a data

base for direct oi line searching for anyone with a teletype aachine. Users

are limited now, but eventually, if Connecticut had access to it, local users

could get quick service through the TWX at the medical school libraries. It

would take 15 minutes for an average search of the data base, and a print-out

of ten or less citations would result.
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Group Discussion: Information Analysis Centers

Leader: J. R. Price, Cultural Information Analysis Center, 5010 Wisconsin Ave.,
N.W., Washington, D. C.

Recorder: Joan Steffens, Human Relations Area Files, 755 Prospect St., New
Raven, Connecticut.

The discussion began with a description of the Cultural Information Anal-

ysis Center (CINFAC), one of 26 information analysis centers sponsored by

the Department of Defense (DOD) in 1964. CINFAC began as a counter-insur-

gency analysis center (i.e. analysis of the psychological, political, and

economic measures taken by governments to counter sub'.ersive activities).

Requests for information were not limited to military activities.

In 1966 CINFAC was recognized as a cultural information analysis cente',

part of the Center for Research in Social Systems, an interdisciplinary

organization, interested in cross-cultural communication, with researchers

grouped into geographically oriented teams.

CINFAC's information storage and retrieval system is basically an abstract

system, but the organization is now developing a computer system (present use

is of IBM cards, a sorter, punched tape, etc.). This system analyzes materials

from four dimensions: subject, time frame, geographical location, and treat-

ment (analytical, etc.) A social science thesaurus of two to three thousand

terms is used.

The center is primarily a consumer of its own product. 95 percent of

its clients are laymen: government, General Electric, etc. The emphasis is

on analysis -- the abstracts prepared must be interpreted. The task is to

make social science data available for application to specific problems.

The center is now under the sponsorship of American Institutes for Re-

search in Pitsburgh, but until 1969 it was located at the American University,

Washington, D.C. The staff now -umbers 14 cull-time members, although last

year there were up to 30 members before budget cutbacks.

gas
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The levels of service provided by the center depend on the nature and

complexity of service required. Examples of previous research were given as:

1) A study of tribal minorities in Thailand, North and South Vietnam --

resulted in publication of a tribal area handbook on 26 tribal minorities

in Vietnam. (This is available as a Department of the Army pamphlet

through the Adjutant General's Office.)

2) A study of codes for country abbreviations -- what codes were avail-

able and how were they being used?

The center has also done evaluations of political trends in the Middle East, and

research for the health data handbooks of Walter Reed hospital.

Users do not usually know how to ask meaningful questions, so the first

step is to negotiate with the user to phrase the research problem. Most of

the research has been a syntltsý of work done, not original work.

Discussion that followed centered around the problem of "user charges".

Up to 1970, the Department of Defense had funded the center with $750,000 a

year. Users have usually been from the government so there was no problem of

user charges. However, the center had made an analysis of its operations so

that detailed information on costs was available and could be the basis for

estimating such charges. Also, users have been primarily from the lower levels

of gcwernment, e.g. 95th Civil Affairs Co.

At present the Department cf justice is sponsoring a study on student

dissent. Rand Corporation is also a user.

Repres~tatives from other information analysis centers joined in the

discussion:

1) Shock and Vibration Center (Navy) - output includes a monograph series,

journal, conferences, etc.

2) Defense Metals Information Center (314IC).

It was pointed out that chese centers also have not charged for their services,

since most of the users have been from the povernment, and their own financing
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and sponsorship is by the government.

Other discussion concerned specific research and publication of results.

CINFAC reports are available from the Defense Documentation Center and the

Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Lnformation. Army area

handbooks are also issued Ps Department of the Army pamphlets. A bibliography

is now being compiled by the center of all its reports and these rdy become

available directly through the center.
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Group Discussion: Techniques of Market Forecasting

Leader: Thomas G. Augherton, Republic Steel, Washington, D. C.

Recorder: Helen G. Becker, Connecticut State Library, Hartford, Conn.

This discussion centered around the word FORECAST, each letter of

which was used as a discussion point, with emphasis on forecasting U. S.

Government market trends. Items brought out in the group included:

Friends - Friendships should be cultivated with people doing the

same type of work but of different environments. Non-structured

groups with low or no dues and newsletters or for~nal publications

are best to join. Informality and ready exchange of ideas promote

good forecasting.

Organizations - Structured groups with dues and organized agenda,

including seminars and meetings with key figures and speakers, can

be valuable. Examples of these are American Marketing Association,

American Management Association, American Society for Metals, etc.

Reports - The Government Printing Office is an excellent source

for reports through the Monthly Catalog and price lists (Attachment

No. 1). Many agencies publish specialized lists, which would be

more centralized and widely publicized.

Electronic Data Processing - Searches of the literature are avail-

able through various established government information centers,

based on the need to know. Examples of these are the Defense

Documentation Centcr', National Aeronautics and Space Administration,

Atomic Energy Commission, and the National Technical Information

Service. Particularly, the Defense Documentation Center is P
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valuable source of electronic data processing searchcs on many

subjects. This service is conducted free for individuals or firms

vith a Defense Documentation Center user number as an excellent

primary marketing forecast tool.

Congressional Activities - Advance notices of open hearings are

published in the daily District of Columbia papers and are often

available after held free from congressional offices. The Federal

Register and Congressional Record supplement the above reports with

details. The U. S. Chamber of Commerce reports the status of

particular bills to members as an additional service.

Agencies - Keep in contact with the Public Information Office of

each federal agency. The small business advisors are also an

additional source. Agencies have annual reports available to

industry plus daily press releases. The Bendix Corporation publishes

a list of Public Information Officers which is an excellent tool

in locating the Federal Government office personnel needed to be

contacted for help.

Seminars - There are many excellent seminars, institutes, and

short courses conducted by American Management Association, American

Marketing Association, and others. Some chapters are very helpful

to those involved in government marketing; i.e., Washington, D. C.,

New YocK City, etc. Some are free, others charge a fee. Seminars

are well advertised and many are listed in tne Commerce Business

Daily.
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Telephone - ThiL is a most effective tool. With training in

telephone techniques, telephoning can be as effective as person-to-

person contact. It is an adjunct, not a substitute. Hp!e a

"checklist" of points to ask wh~n indoctrinating new employees

which can then serve as (1) a memory '<jo~ger", and (2) as a check

on making certain major points are covered when conducting a

research survey by telephone.
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Attachment No. 1

PRICE LISTS of Government Publlications
These price fists aer Issued free by the Superintendent of Documents, Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. They describe each available
book or pamphlet, embrace current topics as follows:
10 Laws, Rules end Regulation,. 5U Mlnes Excplosives. fuel. gaisolne. gPA,
it Homo Economics. Foods and cooking. petroleum, minerals.
19 Geology. 59 Interisate Commerce.
A9 Army. Field manuals and technircal mark 62 Commerce. Business. patents, traidemerlka
uais. and foreign trade.
2 1 FiCad3idif.Z c4awy. Marine Corps and Coast Guard.F~shand ildlfe.64 Scientific Tests Standards. Mathematics.25 Trane oreiN, Highways, Rooos sarid physics.
Postal 69 IFoeg Relations of the Unite States.%
26 Finance. National economy accountln, W' pubilcaio3 relating tn foreign countries.
surance, securities, 67 Imslgrallion, Naturalization. sad alCe111411
31 Educahion. shipi
33 Laor). Go Fants Managemriot. Foreign agriculture.,,33A Occupations. Profession$ and Job go*.. op- rurvi electrification, agricultural marketing.
tions. 70 Censous Publications. Statistics of agri.
35 Notional Parks. Historic Sites., National culture, business, govemnments, housing
Monumeirts. manufactures, minevals. population, and36 Government Perlocals and Subscription maps-Services. 71 Chirldren's Bureau, and other publications
37 Tariff and Taxcation. relating to children end youth.

36 Aima Indstr. frm aimas. pulty 72 Homies: Construction, maintenance, comt
36d danimalindutg. amanml.P'Y munity development.

.. nddaiyin. ed isecs hrmfl ~ 76 Social Security. li~dustrlal hazards, health41 frnsects. worms en net hrflt nd hygiene, safety for workers. pension%man, animafit, and plants. workmen's compensation and Insurance.
42 Irr~oftion, Drainage, and Water Power. 79 Air Force. Aviation, civil aviation, navel
,13 Forestry. Mmnaginot and using forest end aviatio.. -nd Fedr.-rai Aviation Administration.
range landi, Including timber end lumber, 79A Space. Missiles. the Moon, NASA, and
ranges and grazing. American woods. Satelites. Space education, expic.ation,, re-
"4 Piants. Culture, grading, marketing, anm: search, aind technology.
storage of fruits, vegetables, grass, and grain. 61 Posters and Ciiarts.
46 Solils end Fertilizers. Soil survey,, erosion, 52 Radio and Electrlcty. ElectronIcs, radar.
conservation, and communications.
46 Weather, Astronomy, Vnd MsteorciOg. 63 Library of Cornorewe
S0 American History. 54 Atomic Energy and CNNi Defense.
51 Health and Hygiene. Drugs arid sanlitallon. 65 Defenset. Veterans' affal!..
151A Diseases. Contagious and infectious dl-* 56 Consume Inforinatilo, Family finances,

ame.sickrness, ad vital saisics appliances, recreation, gardening. health andeass. 51 satStCs s *food, house .nd 1101me.11 childcas63 Maps. Engineering, surveying. cloathting and fabrics.
54 Political Science. Go-eminent. crime. Dle- 67 States anwd Territiories of the U~nit" Stateos
trict of Columbia. and Their Resouirces. Including beautification
65 Smithsonian Institution. National Museum, public buildings and ensMI, end recreational
end Indians. resources.
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Group Discussion: Microfiche - Necessary Evil or Evil Necessity

Leader: Dr. Harold Wooster, Air Force Office of Scientific Research,
Washington, D.C.

Recorder: Thomas Falco, Yale Medical Library, Yale University, New
Haven, Conn.

Dr. Wooster first discussed the report of a survey he had conducted on

behalf of the government agencies to examine the needs and attitudes of

microfiche users. The survey results were based on responses to letters

to librarians (170 answers) and responses to an open letter to the editor

in selected Journals asking for opinions (130 responses). About 50% of the

170 librarians favored microfiche; of the 130 individual responses, 41 were

in favor, 31 were in favor with reservations, and 64 were strongly negative.

Dr. Wooster indicated that the survey results were available in a pub-

lication which could be obtained from %im and which included many topics

(microfiche and the Department of Defense libraries, impact of Defense

Documentation Center (DDC) user charges, government libraries, industrial

libraries, uni-,ersity and nov-profit libraries, individual attitudes, fiche

quality, and microfiche readers).

Objections to microfiche were listed as poor quality of readers avail-

able; inaccessibility of readers•; inability to read microfiche, except in

fixed locations; and uncomfortable nature cf use of available readers on

standard desk heights.

Standards suggested for documents which would later be placed on micro-

fiche included uniform size of pages, no sideways layouts, no foldouts, closer

text relation to figures and tables, and negative art for negative fiche.

Further discussion concerned positive vertus negative fiche (prefer-

ence seemed to be personal with no definite major feeling), retrieval equip-

ment (improvement necessary for older people), ultrafiche (should be postponed

until microfiche was accepted), fiche versus hard copy (hard copy preferable

for longer documents to cut down on reproduction costs), index design by
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user testing, and arrangev-ment of art work and text.

The need for a portAle microfiche reader was emphasized.
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Group Discussion: Regional Conferences for Users of Government Scientific and
Technical Iniormation

Leader: Miss Ruth McCullough, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Baltimore, Md.

Recorder: Mrs. Sylvia Larson, Graduate Student

The Westinghouse Technical Information Center in Maryland was first des-

cribed. It serves a complex employing 12,000 people. The sole customer is the

government, with research interests ranging from lunar T.V. cameras to communi-

cations to undersea acoustics. The information center encompasses a technical

library and a documents center. It is registered with and a user of DDC

(Defense Documentation Center and NASA (National Aeronautics Space Administration)r)2
services, but does little with AEC (Atomic Energy Commission).

The library users are pleased with book material but non-conventioral infor-

mation presents problems. Some of these are: security precautions for confiden-

tial, classified documents; registration of users and filing of field of interest

forms for each contract before documents can be produced; justificationcf orders

for limited documents to the releasing officer whose address as listed in TAB

may be incorrect; charges for hard copy vs. free microfiche; different formats

for indexing of unclassified documents in Goveinment-Wide Index and classified

documents in TAB; retention of classified documents when contract under which

document was obtained is phased out; time lags from 10 days to 5 months for

receipt of documents with average lag for microfiche copies of 1 week and for

hard copy of 3 weeks; and the four classifications of possible receivers for

limited documents, even if unclassified.

Problems such as those mentioned stimulated a regional conference of users

of documents from DDC and Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical

Information (CFSTI). This was a strictly informal, self-appoin!'ed group which

held a series of informal meetings during the summer of 1969. The purpose of
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the group was to discuss mutual problems in dealing with suppliers of report

literature, especially DDC and CFSTI. As a result of the meetings, a booklet 1

was assembled and a paper was published.
2

Miss McCullough described the committee approach of the group and its

meeting with the directory of DDC and CFSTI to discuss five recommendations:

1) improvement of abstract bulletins and indexes.

2) the standardization of selective dissemination of Information.

3) the need for place in field offices for searchers to preview documents.

4) improvements in acquisitions procedures.

5) a DDC Users' survey related to delays in receipt of classified documents.

The meeting led to an improvement in DDC order forms, addition of a title

index in TAB, briefings of contract monitors regarding release of documents, and

improvements in express services provided. Future meetings were scheduled.

Suggestions were made for other meetings to cover problems with the Super-

intendent of Documents, use of microforms and interlibrary loans.

It was suggested that other areas of the country assemble local users to

determine common problems, and explore solutions on a committee basis.

References cited

1. Information Hangups: Problems Encountered by Users of the Technical Infor-
mation Services of DDC and CFSTI, with Recommendations for the Future.
September, 1969.

2. Smith, Ruth S. Special Libraries. 60(10), 672 (1969).
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Group Discussion: Limited Document Procedures

Group Leader: F•. Hennessey, Defense Documentation Center, Alexandria, Va.

Recorder: L. Kajuti, Olin Corporation, New Haven, Conn.

Twenty persons attended the session, discussion in which centered
around the delays of from 30 days to six months in approval of Limitpd Docu-
ments (LOS).

A proposal waa presented that the releasing agency be the sole factor
in requesting and receiving a document, i.e., the request to the sponsor
be eliminated. It was pointed out that variations in justification state-
ment length on the DD Form 55 (Limited Document Request) did not affect the
disposition of the request. It was further indicated that the pattern of
denials and approvals were remarkably uniform, and probably reflected the
fact that the releasing agencies know in advance what requesters are going
to be approved. If this is true, then these requesters should be included
on the initial distribution by the Limiting Agency and eliminate the role
of sponscrs and the Defense Documentation Center (DDC).

One Government Agency representative noted that request through c:he
Form 55 route was not as successful a method as a direct application to the
author for an initial distribution of hard copy.

The problem was posed of return of the rorm 55 disapproved because
of the nonavailability of the listed releasing authority due to the high
turnover of military personnel. It was suggested that a permanent office
be established to approve Form 55's, with authority over the lower level
releasing agencies, and that a priority stripe marked "EXPEDITE" be placed
diagonally across the forms to assure prompt handling.

Form 55, it wes further suggested, should be forwarded directly with
the Form 1 to DDC to save time, instead of retuzning it to the sender. The
omission of the Form 1 was also advocated, but this was thought to be of
limited value, since it was pointed out that the coupon, the subscription
account, etc. are also valid means of document orders provided the request
is approved. If disapproved, return to the sender is necessary anyway.

A survey of documents in one quarter of Technical Abstracts Bulletin
(TAB) was referred to by one of the industry representatives, showing an
increase in LDS. The figures quoted were

1964 Unclassified LDS - 97.
Classified LDS - 36%

1969 Unclassified LDS - 53%.
Classified LDS - 55%

An inquiry into the cause of this increase was requested. Hr. Hennessey
pointed out that a service-wide review of LDS is now requited at regular
intervals, and that this results in much downgrading. He reminded the group
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that limitation does not affect classiiied status.

In response to a question about unnecessary limitation of already
classified documents, Mr. Henne'sey noted a distirnction between classified
"need to know" and access to LDS, whether classified or unclassified.

It was indicated that translations fror. Russian documents in open
literature are made LDS, althougf, no definite example was given.

The attendees commented on the success of the seminar and the value
of communication of this sort.
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Group Discussion: Technical Objectives Documents (TOD) Program

Leader: H. Lippsie, TOD Manager, Andrews AFB, Md. (USAF)

Recorder: K. Korkaala, Graduate Student

Mr. Lippsie explained how present participants in the TOD program
would be extended on June 30, 1970. All who requested the extension for
the same TOD's in response to a letter from Mr. Lippsie would be continued
(in the 34 areas of 36 still available). Mr. Lippsie's office would no
longer serve as a central approving authority after July 1, 1970, so that
each organization would be forced to maintain a central office to process
TOD requests from the 1971 index. The list of extended organizations wouJd
be used by the Defense Documentation Center (DPC).

New applicants were advised to file with the issuing laboratories and
with the Computerized listing at the Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio.

Mr. Lippsie pointed out the purpose of TOD's is not to obtain access
to DDC, but to alert competent organizations with scientific and technical
capability to research projects of interest to the Air Force, in the hope
that they would respond with unsolicited proposals offering proposed solu-
tions.

It was also pointed out that, assuming the correct procedures are

followed, access to prior art contained in DDC documents is achieved by
approval of Form 1540, authorizing the required level of access. All
present contracts should be registered with appropriate authorities, be-
cause of the variation in "need to know" and access levels with differentcontracts.

A discussion was included cf "Technical Needs," prepared by the pro-
duct divisions of the Air Force and included in the 1971 TOD program, but
not necessarily identified as such. It was pointed out that when branch.
companies get distribution by the parent, this must be noted to the Air
Force TOD office for approval.

L.
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